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PREFACE

This is the first of five technical memoranda to be produced by the Center for Urban
Transportation Research (CUTR) for the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission and the
Florida Department of Transportation. These memoranda, along with a final report, will
comprise the Florida Five· Year Transportation Disadvantaged Plan that is mandated by Chapter
427.013 (14), Florida Statutes.
Technical Memorandum No. 1 provides an introduction and historical perspective to
transportation disadvantaged services in Florida. Technical Memorandum No. 2 will report on
statewide operating data, on results of an attitudinal and needs survey, and on an evaluation
of the existing transportation disadvantaged system in Florida. Technical Memorandum No. 3
will present demand forecasts for transportation disadvantaged transportation services over the
next five years. Technical Memorandum No. 4 will provide estimates of the cost of meeting the
demand and will explore the ability of current funding resources to meet that cos~ Technical
.
Memorandum No. 5 will discuss policy issues, goals and objectives, and implementation
strategies.

The preparation of this report has been financed in part through a grant from the
U.S. Department of Transponation, Urban Mass Transportation Administration,
under the Urban Mass Transponation Act of 1964, as amended.
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FLORIDA F'IVE-YEAR
TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED PLAN
Technical Memorandum No. 1

EXECUTIVESU~RY

Over the past 25 years, the U.S. government has pursued the development of public
transportation that is accessible and usable by the elderly and handicapped. Through a
variety of federal statutes and regulations in the areas of transportation and civil rights,
great progress has been made in attaining this goal. Just recently, for example, Congress
passed, and the President signed, a major piece of civil rights legislation--the Americans with
Disabilities Act--which significantly extended the prohibition of discrimination against the
handicapped.
This type of legislation also has been pursued in Florida. A number of studies were
conducted and support was generated for the development of services for the elderly and
handicapped. This led to the passage in 1979 of Florida Statute Chapter 427, Part I, which
addressed the needs of the "transportation disadvantaged"'. In 1989 and 1990, this law was
amended to expand the definition of the transportation disadvantaged population.
Two major changes in the legislation in 1989 were the elevation of the Coordinating
Council on the Transportation Disadvantaged to an independent commission (the
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission) and the establishment of the Transportation
Disadvantaged Trust Fund. The legislation significantly increased the responsibilities of the
1D Commission and increased the involvement of the metropolitan planning organizations
(or official planning agencies in non-urban areas) in the TD planning process. It also
provided for the establishment of localiD coordinating boards in each designated service
area to oversee and provide guidance to the local providers of TD services.
The 1989 and 1990 amendments provided the commission with its first dedicated
sources of funds. These are a 50-cent surcharge on the registration of automobiles and light
trucks, a fifteen-percent share of the new public transit block grant program, and $5 of the
$15 fee for each temporary handicapped parking permit. These funds are expected to total
$9 million in FY 1991 and are projected to increase to $12 million by FY 1996. This will

ill

be in addition to the federal, state, and local funds received from other social-service and
transportation funding sources for 1D transportation services. In 1989, the state's 1D
coordinators reported that those sources of funds provided a total of $34 million, of which
$13.6 million were federal, $7.6 million state, and $13.0 million local. Not included in these
numbers are an unknown but possibly quite large number of 1D transportation dollars that
are not channelled through the coordinated TO program.
Reports received from the local1D coordinators suggest that there are continuing
increases in the coordination of TO services in the state as well as in the reporting of 1D
operations data. In 1985, 1D annual operating reports were submitted for 34 counties; by
1989 this had increased to 62 counties. These reports also suggest continuing increases in
the usage of 1D transportation services. Over six million passenger trips on specialized 1D
transportation services were reported in 1989, compared with fewer than two million
reported in 1985. AdditionallD trips were provided on fiXed-route transit services and on
services that were not part of the coordinated 1D transportation system.
The quality and quantity of local 1D operating data have increased considerably in
recent years, but there continue to be deficiencies in the data that make both longitudinal
and cross-sectional comparisons of individuallD systems, and of the coordinated system as
a whole, difficult. Previous state-level 1D studies in Florida have identified these data
deficiencies, along with the need for additional funding and the development of performance
measures with which to evaluate 1D services, as major issues.
Although several important issues need to be addressed further, a survey of other
states conducted by the Center for Urban Transportation Research suggests that Florida is
in the forefront of addressing the issues involved in the delivery of TO transportation
services and in meeting the needs of its transportation disadvantaged citizens.

.
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FLORIDA FIVE-YEAR
TRANSPORTATION DISADVANTAGED PLAN
Technical Memorandum No. 1

INTRODUCTION
In 1989 the state of Florida took another major step forward in meeting the mobility
needs of its elderly, handicapped, and low-income citizens. The Coordinating Council on
the Transportation Disadvantaged, created in 1979 as a unit of the Florida Department of
Transportation (FOOT), was elevated to an independent commission reporting directly to
the Governor and the legislature. The 1989 legislation that created the Transportation
Disadvantaged Commission also provided it with a dedicated source of funding. Additional
sources of funding for the commission were provided during the 1990 legislative session.
Included in the 1989legislation are mandates that substantially increase the role and
responsibilities of the Transportation Disadvantaged (TD) Commission and increase the
commission's ability to ensure that coordinated 1D transportation services are available
throughout the state. The eligibility criteria also were changed so that significantly greater
numbers of transportation disadvantaged persons are now eligible to use 1D transportation
services.
Florida's legislation defines transportation disadvantaged as "... those persons who
because of physical or mental disability, income status, or age or who for other reasons are
unable to transport themselves or to purchase transportation and are, therefore, dependent
upon others to obtain access to health care, employment, education, shopping, social
activities, or other life-sustaining activities, or children who are handicapped or high-risk or
at-risk as defined in s. 411.202." The phrase "or who for other reasons" was added to the
legislation in 1989. The phrase that begins "or children who are handicapped" was added
in 1990. Income status and age requirements have not been explicitly stated but in practice
it appears that anyone who falls below the federally-defined poverty level or who is over 60
years of age meets the eligibility requirements.
Reports filed by providers of 1D transportation services suggest that there have been
steady increases over the past several years in the amount of 1D services provided and in
their availability around the state. According to the providers' reports, more than 6.2
1

million 1D passenger trips were provided by specialized transportation services that were
part of the coordinated transportation system in 1989. Additional 1D trips were provided
on fixed-route transit services and on services that were not part of the coordinated
transportation system. During the next few years, the number of 1D passenger trips could
increase substantially due to continuing increases in the state's population, increases in the
number of segments of the general population who are eligible to use 1D services, and
increases in state funding for TD services.
The statewide five-year 1D plan, which is one of the mandates of the new legislation,
will project what the demand for TD services will be over the next five years and will
compare the cost of meeting that demand with the projected availability of funds. The plan
also will develop goals, objectives, and implementation strategies for meeting the needs of
the transportation disadvantaged. This technical memorandum, the first of five that will
form the basis of the five-year plan, provides an introduction to 1D services. It presents a
history of federal and state legislation related to 1D services and describes the organization
of the state's 1D program. It discusses previous 1D reports prepared for the state and the
funding and delivery of 1D services in Florida. The results of a survey of 1D services in
other states also are presented. A Jist of abbreviations and a glossary of terms used in the
technical memorandum are provided following the appendices.

LEGISLATION

Federal
The impetus for the development of a fede.ral transportation policy for transportation
disadvantaged individuals can be found in several pieces of legislation. The main policy
direction has been from the U.S. Department of Transportation, Urban Mass Transportation
Administration (UMTA) through its promulgation of regulations based on transportation
and civil rights statutes. While federal policy is somewhat narrower in scope than the
Florida legislation (since it applies to the elderly and handicapped but not other
transportation disadvantaged persons), it has provided the basis and the impetus for
Florida's adoption of 1D legislation. The major pieces of federal legislation and their dates
of enactment are:

2

1964
1973
1983
1990

Urban Mass Transportation Act
Rehabilitation Act, Section 504
Surface Transportation Assistance Act, Section 317(c)
Americans with Disabilities Act

Urban Mass Transportation Act. This act established the first federal agency, the
Urban Mass Transportation Adntinistration (UMTA), concerned with the provision and
funding of public transportation services. Section 16(a) of the act states that it is national
policy that elderly and handicapped persons have equal rights to use mass transportation
facilities and services. Section 16(b)(2) provides for federal capital assistance to private
nonprofit providers of elderly and handicapped services and encourages the coordination
of such services. Section 18 provides for federal capital and operating assistance to nonurban public transportation systems that serve, but are not lintited to, the elderly and
handicapped. It also requires the coordination of non-urban transit systems. Section 5(m)
requires that non-peak hour rates for elderly and handicapped persons be no more than
one-half of regular peak-hour rates. The 1964 act has been amended to reference Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act and to require that all recipients of federal mass
transportation assistance meet the requirements of Section 504.
Rehabilitation Act. Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act prohibits discrimination
against handicapped persons in any program that receives federal financial assistance. In
its implementing rule, UMTA allows urban transit systems to meet the requirement of
Section 504 by providing either a special service for the handicapped or by making the
regular service accessible to the handicapped or by some combination of the two. Nonurban transit systems need only certify that special efforts are being made to serve the
handicapped. Private nonprofit organizations that provide transportation services only to
elderly and/or handicapped persons are not required to submit any special certification.
Surface Transportation Assistance Act. Section 317(c) required UMTA to establish
minlmum criteria for the provision of elderly and handicapped transportation services by
recipients of federal aid. It also established a cap on the amount of money an urban transit
system could be required to spend to provide service specifically for the handicapped. The
minimum criteria that UMTA subsequently established for special urban services for the
handicapped include:

3

1.
2.
3.
4.

Service must be provided within 24 hours of request.
No trip purpose may be given priority over another trip purpose.
Fares must be comparable to the fares for the regular service.
Service must be provided, at a minimum, during the same hours and within
the same geographic area as the regular service.

The comparability of special-service fares with regular bus service fares is determined
on a case-by-case basis, but UMTA generally will accept as comparable a special-service
fare that does not exceed two to three times the regular fare. It is important to note,
however, that the fare comparability requirement applies only to the fare paid by the
passenger (i.e., non-sponsored trips). UMTA does not regulate the cost of sponsored trips
charged to social-service agencies.
Americans with Disabilities Act. This act requires that, over time, all public
transportation systems be made fully accessible to the handicapped, including wheelchair
users. The act applies to both public and private entities that provide transportation services
to the general public. Among its provisions is that all new public transportation vehicles
(rail cars, buses, vans, etc.) solicited for purchase or lease more than 30 days after the
effective date of the act (July 26, 1990) must be accessible to the handicapped. All fiXedroute systems also would be required to offer comparable paratransit service to handicapped
persons or, perhaps, to ensure its availability. The exact requirements of the act will be
determined in rule-making proceedings during the next year.
F]orida
The major Florida legislation regarding the transportation disadvantaged is contained
in Part I of Chapter 427 of the Florida Statutes (see Appendix D). This legislation was
enacted in 1979, amended in 1980, reenacted in 1984, amended and reenacted in 1989, and
amended in 1990. The 1979 legislation created the Coordinating Council for the
Transportation Disadvantaged in the Department of Transportation and gave it the
responsibility to coordinate TD transportation services throughout the state. Although not
defmed in the 1979 legislation, coordination was defined in the 1989 legislation as" ... the
arrangement for the provision of transportation services to the transportation disadvantaged
in a manner that is cost-effective, efficient, and reduces fragmentation and duplication of
services." The 1980 amendment expanded the membership of the council and increased its
responsibilities relative to the use of school buses in the· provision of TD transportation
services.
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The 1989 revisions of Chapter 427 elevated the council to an independent
commission reporting directly to the Governor iilld the legislature. The commission was
assigned to the Department of Transportation for administrative and fiscal accountability
purposes. The legislation also established the TD Trust Fund, provided a dedicated funding
source, and gave the commission authority to allocate monies from the trust fund. Through
its implementing rule, Rule 41-2, Florida Administrative Code, (see Appendix E) the
commission has, in part, made the allocation of trust fund monies among local TD
coordinators a function of certain performance criteria. The trust fund monies, pursuant to
Rule 41-2, PAC, may be used for administrative and planning activities and to subsidize TD
trips that are not otherwise funded. Rule 41-2 also calls for the creation within each county
of a local coordinating board whose purpose is to oversee the 'provision of TD services in
that county. Another significant change in the 1989 legislation was the expansion of the
definition of transportation disadvantaged to include persons who for any reason are unable
to purchase or provide their own transportation. The definition of transportation
disadvantaged was expanded again in 1990 to include children who are "handicapped or
high-risk or at-risk".
Legislative and planning milestones in Florida TD coordination from 1975 to 1990
are shown in Table 1. The first report listed in Table 1, Part III of the proceedings of the
Fourth Annual Transportation Disadvantaged Conference held in 1974, is devoted to the
extensive discussions that occurred at that conference regarding the need for TD
coordination in Florida. These discussions, in part, led to the joint agreement signed in
1975, which represents the first formal effort to coordinate TD services. The joint
agreement was later replaced by Chapter 427, FS. The other reports listed in Table 1 are
discussed in a later section of this report.

PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
The principal participants in the delivery of TD services in Florida are the
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission, government agencies, planning organizations,
local coordinators, transportation operators, and purchasers of service. The emphasis on
coordination of TD services in Florida requires extensive interaction between these
participants. The TD Commission is the basic forum for communication and cooperation
among the participants.
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TABLE 1. Maestones In the Coordination of Florida TO Service, 1975·1990.
Year

Ma;or ReportS or Studies

Governmental

Actions
1975

HAS/FOOT Joint
Agreement on TO
Transportation

"Toward a Unification of National and State Polley on the
Transportation Disadvantaged: Part ttl, the Florida Perspective.~
{Ptoeeedlngs of tne Fourth Annual Co.U.renoe on the

Tt&n"l'Ortation Disadvantaged.)
1979

FS Ctlapter 427

enacted
1980

FS Ctt~~~ 427
amended

1961

FAC Rule 41-1
adopted

"Publ'ic Transportation Coordination tor the Disadvantaged in

1984
1986

Aorlda:

FS Chapter 427

"Aorida Sta1ewide Ave-Year Transit and Paratran8it Development

reena.eted

Plan for the Transportation Disadvantaged."

FAC Rule 41-1

"Statewide Transit NMds Plan - Pha&e 1."

amended
(a) "Aorida Statewide Transit System Plan Development- Phase II."

1967

(b) "~rformanoe Audit of the Transportation for the Oiudvantaged

Progtam of lhe Coordinating Council on the Transponat!on
Disadvantaged and the Department of Transportation.•
1989

1990

FS Chapter 427

(a) •A Review of the Coordinating Council on the Transportation

amendtd and
reenacted

Oisactvantaged In the Department of Tran11ponatlon."
(b) -A Program AnaiV$111 for the Coordinating Council on IM
Ttan1!ponatlon Disadvantaged.

FAC Rule 41-2
adopted, FS Chapter
427 amended

The primary administrative and funding interrelationships in Florida's 1D program
are shown in Figure 1. Each of the major participants is described in the sections that
follow. The 1D Commission is the state-level policy-setting board that is legislatively
charged with the responsibility of accomplishing coordination. At the local level, the
coordinating board is the primary policy group. The community transportation coordinators
(CTCs) administer the local 1D programs and provide and/or contract with others to
provide the actual transportation services.
Funds from the 1D Trust Fund administered by the 1D Commission are distributed
to the OPAs for planning purposes and to staff the local coordinating boards. 1D trust
funds also are used to purchase nonsponsored 1D passenger trips from the CTCs. Other
funding is provided directly to the purchasers of transportation and the operators of
transportation by various federal, state, and local agencies. In some cases, the purchaser
and operator are actually the same agency.
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Primary adm inistrat ive and fu ndin g Interrelations hips in Florida's T O
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trans!!Oitatjon Disadvantaeed Commission
The Transportation Disadvantaged Commission (IDC) is an independent agency
serving as the policy development and implementing agency for Florida's TD program.
Prior to being elevated to a commission, the organization was called the Coordinating
Council on the Transportation Disadvantaged and was funded and staffed by FOOT. The
commission now has its own source of funds, the TD Trust Fund, and has an independent
staff.
The commission maintains its offices In the FOOT building in Tallahassee and the
commission and FOOT staffs continue to work closely together. Administrative. and fiscal
accountability are provided for the commission by the office of the Secretary of FOOT,
which submits the commission's budget--as prepared by the commission--to the Governor
along with FDOT's budget.
The commission's membership and staff organization are shown in Figure 2. The
current staff consists of the executive director, two administrators, an administrative
assistant, a part-time analyst, and a temporary word processor operator. The commission's
membership is significantly different from the membership of the original six-person
coordinating council. In 1979 the council's membership was established to Include the
secretaries of the state departments of Transportation, Health and Rehabilitative Services,
and Community Affairs, the president of the Florida Association for Community Action, a
person over the age of 60 to represent the elderly, and a handicapped person to represent
the handicapped. In 1980 the Commi_ssioner of Education and a citizen advocate were
added. In 1989 the membership of the commission was revised 10 eliminate the Department
of Community Affairs, at DCA's request, and to add the secretary of the Department of
Labor and Employment Security, the executive director of the Department of Veterans'
Affairs, both a rural citizen advocate and an urban citizen advocate (in place of the single
citizen advocate added in 1980), and a representative of the community transportation
coordinators (the local TD coordinators).
Five of the commission members are appointed by the Governor for four-year terms.
These are the representatives of the elderly and the handicapped, the two citizen advocates,
and the CTC representative. The other members have no ftxed term. The chairman of the
old coordinating council was the Secretary of Transportation; the chairman and vicechairman of the commission now are elected annually by the members. The commission
is required to meet at least quarterly and currently meets monthly.
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FIGUR E 2. Membersh ip and ataff lng of the TO Comm iaalon.

Chapter 427, FS,lists 21 specific duties of the commission (see Appendix D). Among
these duties are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

·Compiling information on TO services and needs.
Establishing statewide objectives for TO services.
Developing policies and procedures for the coordination of TO funding.
Identifying and eliminating barriers to coordination and accessibility of
TO services.
Serving as an information clearinghouse.
Assisting communities in developing TO systems.
Developing performance standards for TO services.
Approving the appointment of community transportation coordinators.
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•
•
•
•

Preparing a statewide five-year TD plan.
Approving memoranda of agreement.
Developing TD training programs.
Designating an official planning agency in areas where there is no MPO.

A major responsibility of the commission is to contract with local community
transportation coordinators for the delivery of TD services. The contract between the
commission and the cres is referred to as a memorandum of agreement (MOA). It is a
one-year contract that includes:
•
•
•
•
•

An operations plan explaining how the ere will provide service.
Estimates of the amount of service to be supplied.
An organizational chart for the ere and any subcontractors.
A vehicle inventory.
A system finance plan.

• Fully-allocated operating cost per vehicle mile, per passenger trip, "nd per driver
hour.
Also included in the MOA are service agreements that each organization that
purchases TD services with government funds must make with the ere. These agreements
(referred to as "attachment l's") include:
•
•
•
•
•

A description of the types of service needed and the anticipated frequency.
Special conditions of service delivery needed.
Reporting requirements.
Methods of service delivery.
Fares to be paid.

Each ere is required to submit to the commission an annual operating report
(AOR). The commission presents a summary and analysis of these AORs in its annual
operating status report. The commission also prepares for the Governor, the President of
the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of Representatives an annual report that
describes:
• The accomplishments of the commission during the preceding fiscal year.
• Operating statistics for TD services.
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• Unmet 1D needs.
• The financial condition of the 1D Trust Fund.
Some of the key dates and the corresponding activities during the commission's fiscal
year (July 1 to June 30) are shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. TO. Commlsslon Key Dates.

roc.-l~r~ns.

.-.ty 1

October 1

AnnuaJ operating reports by CTCa due
to TOC.

Annual repom by coordinating bollds

dut to

roc.

Annual transit system data dut to CTCs

by fixed-route transit systems.
Semi-annual vehlcl• &'tlailabitity end oott
data due 10 CTCs by local school
bolrds.
TOC~-to-.

December 1
Ototm~r
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TOC allocates TO Trusl Fund grants.

Annu•t TO oomplianot plant by
mtmbtt departments due 110 TOC.

roc.,.,.,--.

Api SO

June 30

roc.

AnnuaJ budge1 estimates by
coordinating boards due to TOO.

January 1
Mard\1

....... ~-byrnotnO«
doparlmlrlt$ due to
Annual budget estimates by ~aJ and
10011 govemmen1 agencies dul to
coordinating boatds.

Son'Hnnualvehide ovOIIabo"lily lnd ccm
dMa duo to CTCa by locol school
bo...ds.

TDC ll&cal year eods.

State Aeencies
Althougb numerous state agencies are actively involved in the state 1D program (e.g.,
the state departments of Education, Veterans' Affairs, and Labor and Employment
Security), the departments of Transportation and Health and Rehabilitative Services have
the largest roles.
The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) is the major purchaser
of 1D services, purchasing approximately 60 percent of total 1D trips provided in 1989.
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HRS currently assigns one person part-time to coordination of lD service in each of its
eleven districts and one person part-time in its central office. Chapter 427, FS, requires that
HRS have at least one full-time lD position in each district and one full-time lD position
in the central office, but the department has not yet received the authorization or funding
to do so.
The lD Commission is assigned to the Department of Transportation for
administrative and fiscal accountability purposes and FOOT continues to provide technical
assistance and training programs for lD providers. The department has a person designated
at each district office and in its central office to assist in the coordination of lD services.
The department also administers the UMTA grants used by lD providers.
Official Plannlne A£encies

In each of Florida's 67 counties an official planning agency has been designated by
the lD Commission to assist in the planning of lD services. The official planning agency
(OPA) is responsible for:
• Preparing a transportation improvement program that includes a TD
element.
• Recommending a community transportation coordinator to the TDC.
• Appointing a lD coordinating board.
• Providing staff support to the TD coordinating board.
• Preparing and submitting grant applications to the lDC.
In urban areas the OPA is the metropolitan planning organization (MPO). In nonurban areas, which have no MPO, the OPA is designated by the lD Commission. In 1990,
MPOs were the OPAs for 25 counties, regional planning councils were the OPAs for 32
counties, county commissions were the OPAs for 8 counties, and, in one county, a city was
named the OPA. At the time of this report, the OPA had not yet been designated for one
county. A list of the official planning agencies and community transportation coordinators
for each county is provided in Appendix C.
Coordinatine Boards
In each county a lD coordinating board is appointed by the OPA. The coordinating
boards are required to meet at least quarterly. Necessary staff support is provided, pursuant
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to Chapter 427.0157, FS, by the OPA. The boards' duties are described in Chapter 427, FS,
and Rule 41-2, FAC (see Appendices D and E). Among the duties are:
• Approving the local MOA.
• Reviewing local funding applications.
• Compiling estimates of local TD funding.
• Approving subcontracts between the community transportation
coordinator and transportation operators.
• Annually evaluating transportation operators.
• Assisting and annually evaluating the community transportation coordinator.
• Preparing an annual report.
The membership of the coordinating boards is very similar to that of the TD
Commission and includes representatives from several agencies and user groups. Voting
members include a chairman who is both an elected official and a member of the OPA;
representatives from the departments of Transportation, Health and Rehabilitative Services,
and Labor and Employment Security; and a representative of the pubiic education
community. Voting members representing various user groups include a veterans'
representative, a representative of the economically disadvantaged, a representative of the
elderly, a representative of the handicapped, and two citizen advocates, one of whom must
be a user of TD services. Non-voting members may also be appointed to the boards, and
Rule 41-2 specifically recommends that a public mass transit operator be appointed as a
non-voting member. After initial appointments of one, two, or three years (to produce
staggered terms), all members are appointed to three-year terms, except the chairman, who
serves at the pleasure of the OPA.
Community Transportation Coordinators
Based either on negotiations or a competitive proposal process, the OPA selectS a
community transportation coordinator for recommendation to the 1D Commission, which
has final approval. The
is the person or organization responsible for ensuring that 1D
services are delivered to the transportation disadvantaged in each county. The service area

ere

ere is responsible is, at a minimum, the entire county, and it can include more
than one county. The ere also can be a transportation operator and actually provide TD
transportation service, or the ere can contract out some or all of the 1D service to other
for which a

transportation operators. All agencies and transportation operators that receive federal,
for 1D services.
state, or local government 1D funds are required to contract with the

ere
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The duties of the
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ere include:

Completing an MOA.
Executing agreements to provide service for purchasing agencies.
Executing contracts for service with transportation operators.
Conducting annual reviews of transportation operators.
Reviewing local funding applications.
Preparing and submitting grant applications to the TDC.
Preparing an annual operating report

The annual operating reports prepared by the eres are the primary source of data
on the delivery of TD services in Florida and are the basis for the operating status report
issued annually by the TD Commission.
Transportation Operators
The actual providers of TD transportation are the transportation operators. Any
public, private for-profit, or private nonprofit provider of TD transportation services under
contract with a ere is considered a transportation operator. Any social-service agency that
operates its own vehicles for the delivery of TD service is also considered a transportation
operator if the vehicles are purchased or operated with federal, state, or local government
funds, and it must contract \vith the ere. The ere is itself a transportation operator if it
provides--which most of them do--some or all of the service in addition to brokering service
delivery. In total, several hundred TD transpor.tation operators have been identified in the
state.

PREVIOUS STUDIES

Since the passage of Chapter 427, FS, several state-level studies relating to TD
services have been conducted. The major studies were:
1981 Public Transportation Coordination for the Disadvantaged in Florida.
1984 Florida Statewide Five-Year Transit and Paratransit Development Plan for
the Transportation Disadvantaged.
1986 Statewide Transit Needs Plan - Phase I.
1987a Florida Statewide Transit System Plan Development - Phase ll.
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1987b Performance Audit of the Transportation for the Disadvantaged Program of
the Coordinating Council for the Transportation Disadvantaged and the
Department of Transportation.
1989a A Review of the Coordinating Council on the Transportation Disadvantaged
in the Department of Transportation.
1989b A Program Analysis for the Coordinating Council on the Transportation
Disadvantaged.
Each of these studies is described below. FoUowing the description of the studies is a
description of the major issues identified by the studies.
Descriutjon of Studies
Public Transportation Coordination for the Disadvantaged in Florida (1981). This
study was conducted for the Coordinating Council on the Transportation Disadvantaged
(CCTD) by an independent consultant. The purpose of the report was to provide overaU
and initial guidance for the development of coordinated transportation disadvantaged service
in the state of Florida. The report included an overview of the general development of
coordinated service concepts and a discussion of the operational issues that affect the
provision of coordinated TD service. Coordination objectives and strategies were listed, as
were measures to use in tracing progress made. In addition, a guide for determining the
needs of the disadvantaged within a county was presented. Issues identified in this report
included:
The existence of inaccurate cost perceptions.
The need for specific strategies and objectives.
The need for adequate billing and accounting procedures.
The need for a commitment by local government officials.
The need for funding for start-up, planning, and technical assistance.
The need to collect operating data that would permit evaluation and monitoring
of system operations.
• The need for a common set of performance standards.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Statewide Five·Year Plan for the Transportation Disadvantaged (1984). This study

was conducted for the Florida Department of Transportation by an independent consultant.
The report discussed legislative origins, accomplishments to date, and the direction the
program was expected to take during the next five years. In addition, a summary of
transportation disadvantaged services was presented. Other important data included in the
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report were projections of each county's TO population and 1D trip demand. Funding
projections were presented, and the current statU~ of the program in terms of needs and
available funds was discussed. The study defined a five-year transportation improvement
program for the provision of coordinated transportation services in Florida.. It also dealt
with policy issues related to the development of the 1D program in the future. The major
issues identified in this report were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need for funding for start-up, planning. and technical assistance.
The need for technical assistance in the areas of funding and financing.
The need for consistent accounting, reporting, and operations practices.
The non-compliance in reporting due to lack of resources at the local level.
The need to perform programming for service growth and enhancement.
The need to increase the involvement of the private sector.
The need for a program to evaluate services.

Statewide Transit Needs Plan - Phase I (1986). This study was conducted for the
Florida Department of Transportation by an independent consultant. The report was a
general plan for all transit in the state, including services especially for the transportation
disadvantaged. The goals of agencies involved in providing service to the transportation
disadvantaged were analyzed to determine where conflicts existed within and between
agencies. As an example, goals to increase service often conflict with goals to reduce costs.
The report also identified available data and methodologies that could be used to
measure performance. Some examples of these were the percent of the TO population
within a service area that receives 1D services, the percent of 1D user agencies being
coordinated by the coordinated community transportation provider (CCJP), and passengers
per vehicle mile. These were field-tested to determine their usefulness. Issues identified
by the report included:
• The need for funding.
• The lack of accurate, consistent records.
• The need for private-sector involvement providing more cost-effective services.
• The lack of strong management skills in coordination.
• The need for consistent accounting, reporting, and operations practices.
• The need to reduce cost of service to the operator and the rider.
• The need to develop goals and standards.
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Florida Statewide Transit System Plan Development • Phase II (1987a). This study
was conducted for the Florida Department of Transportation by an independent consultant.
The report set forth a "Statewide Transit System Planning Framework" that was geared
toward ensuring that the essential needs for mobility were satisfied. Only a portion of the
entire siudy was dedicated to services for the transportation disadvantaged. Uke the Phase
I study, it looked at all transit in Florida. The plan focused on the determination of
statewide mobility needs and desired intermodallinkages. The report presented operating
data for demand responsive systems, as well as operating trends in ridership, revenue miles,
fleet size, operating costs, and overall system performance. Issues identified included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The need to establish level of service standards.
The need for studies to improve TD service.
The lack of technical assistance.
The lack of funding.
The need for data collection to support planning and programming.
The lack of private-sector participation.

Perfonnance Audit of the TD Program (1987b). This study was conducted for the
Florida Legislature by the Office of the Auditor General. The report was a performance
audit of the state TD program, which included an assessment of how well the program was
meeting its goals of expanding the availability and reducing the costs of client transportation
services. The program's design and management also were reviewed to identify any changes
that would improve its ability to achieve those goals.
As pan of the study, financial reports of the CCI'Ps were reviewed to determine the

impact of the program on costs and service availability. A survey was conducted to
determine the program impact at the local level. The issues identified in this report were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The lack of consistent, accurate data.
The lack of reduction in costs of providing TD services.
The lack of sufficient manpower resources at the district level.
The need for performance indicators that measure the extent of coordination.
The lack of funding.
The lack of identification of TD expenditures by social-service programs.
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A Review of the CCTD (1989a). This study was conducted for the Florida Senate by
the staff of the Senate Committee on Transportation. The report was intende d to assist the
legislat ure in determining whethe r Chapte r 427, FS, should be reenacted, revised, or
repeale d. The study recommended that Chapter 427 be amend ed and reenacted. The study
also found that the council needed to address particular responsibilities that had not yet
been dealt with. Issues identified included:
• The need for local planning to be perform ed as required by Rule 41-1.
• The need for transpo rtation costs to be a specific line item in each program
budget.
A Progra m Analysts for the CCTD (1989b). This study was conducted for the

Coordinating Council on the Transp ortatio n Disadvantaged by an indepe ndent consultant.
The study reported the extent to which the objectives of Chapte r 427, FS, had been
achieved, as determined by interviews with FDOT staff, HRS staff, CCTD staff, and CCTD
members. It also identified the problems, issues, and concerns express ed by those working
with the program, including users, operators, and others. Recommendations on how to
improve the legislation were presented. Issues raised wit.hin this report included:
• The lack of funding for start-up, planning, and technical assistance.
• The need for establishment of service standards.
• The lack of sufficient manpower resources at the HRS and FDOT district levels.
• The need for involvement of local government.
• The lack of an adequa te data base.
Desc:riotion or Issues
The issues identified in the above reports are groupe d into general areas and
summarized in Table 3. Many of the issues continued to surface over time.
Planning. In 1981, t.he concern about planning was that there was a need to have
specific strategies and objectives. By 1984, the issue was about the need to perform
programming for service growth and enhancement. This issue had not been resolved by
1986, when that study stated that there was a need to develop goals and standards. A
smaller portion of the issue was targete d in the 1987a report, where the need for studies to
improve TD service was presen ted. When the CCTD was reviewed in the 1989a report, the
study conclud ed that local planning, as required by Rule 41-1, was not being performed.
. 18

Planning at the state level has been an ongoing concern and activity of the lD Commission,
and the recent revisions of Chapter 427, FS, and Rule 41, FAC. strengthen considerably the
requirements for local planning.

TABLE 3. Issues Identified In Pr8111ous Studies.
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Accounting Procedures. The accounting procedures issue was first presented in the
1981 report, which was written at the beginning of Florida's coordination process. It
addressed the need for adequate billing and accounting procedures. Later, this issue
became a concern about the lack of uniform procedures among those involved in lD
services (as discussed in the 1984 and 1986 studies). Subsequently, the Commission adopted
the Rural Tran.sponation AccounJing manual for use in the lD program and has included in
its FY 1992 budget request the development of a uniform accounting system.
Local Government Involvement. The issue of local government involvement has
appeared in two of the reports. In 1981, the report expressed a need for a commitment of
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local governme nt officials to the coordinati on process. The issue does not appear again
until early in 1989, when the study stated that there was a need for local governmen t
involvement in the TD program. This issue was addressed when Chapter 427, FS, was
revised in 1989 to add "local government" to several sections and when Rule 41, FAC. was
revised in 1990 to increase the role of local planning agencies and to provide funds for local
TD planning activities.
Funding. Funding has been an issue since the beginning of the TD program in
Florida. Almost every report addresses it. The need for funding for start-up, planning, and
technical assistance was first noted in the 1981 report. This was expressed again in the 1984
report, as well as in the 1989b report. An explicit need for funding was an issue in the
reports of 1986, 1987a; and 1987b. The lack of funding was also direct.ly responsibl e for
several other issues raised, including non-compliance in reporting due to a lack of resources
at the local level (1984) and insufficient manpower resources at the district levels (1987b
and 1989b). Funding was addressed to some extent in the legislative changes of 1989 and
1990. In 1989, a TD Trust Fund was established , funded by a 50-cent auto license fee. In
1990, a public transit block grant was established, with fifteen percent of it specifically
earmarked for the TD Trust Fund, and a portion of the fee for temporary handicapped
parking permits also was allocated to the trust fund.
Technical Assistance. Another issue closely related to funding is technical assistance.
The fact that funding was needed to provide technical assistance was mentioned in the 1981,
1984, and 1989b reports. The 1984 report concluded that there existed a need for technical
assistance in the areas of funding and financing. The 1986 study reported that there was a
lack of strong manageme nt skills in coordination, thus suggesting assistance was needed in
that area. The 1987a study also stated that technical assistance was needed.
Data Collection. Like funding. data collection has been a constant problem. This
is partly due to a lack of both funding and manpower necessary for the data collection
required (as discussed in the 1984 report). This issue was first identified in the 1981 report,
which stated that there was a need to collect operating data that would permit evaluation
and monitoring of system operations . This evolved into the issue of a lack of accurate,
consistent records in the 1986 and 1987b reports. In the 1987a report, the issue was the
need for data collection to support planning and programm ing. In the 1989b report, the
lack of data on TD service operations was identified, as well as the Jack of an adequate data
base. As one response to these concerns, the commission has made report compliance a
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requirement for certain funding.
Service Standards. Another consistently identified issue is in the area of service
standards. In 1981, as the coordination process was being developed. the report established
a need for a common set of performance standards. By 1984, this was still an issue, as
evident from the expressed need for a program to evaluate services. This need to establish
service standards was addressed yet again in the 1987a and 1989b reports. The 1987b report
cited the need for performance standards that would measure the extent of coordination.
The ID Commission bas begun to address this issue by developing some performance
measures and by making the distribution of some ID funds a function of service
performance.
Private Sector Involvement. The issue concerning the private sector was identified
in the 1984, 1986, and 1987a reports. These reports recommended finding new methods to
get the private sector involved in the coordination process. These recommendations were
based on the belief that private-sector involvement would increase the cost-effectiveness of
ID services.
Economics of Coordination. The economics of coordination was addressed in the
1981, 1986, 1987b, and 1989a reports. The 1981 report stated that people had inaccurate
cost perceptions about the coordination of 1D services. It also stated that, while most
programs have a goal of decreasing costs with the coordination of services, in actuality, costs
do not decrease. Nevertheless, later studies raised issues related to reducing the cost of
service to the operator and rider (1986) and the lack of reduction in costs of providing 1D
services (1987b). The 1989a report discussed the need to have transportation costs as a
specific line item in each social-service program budget, suggesting that the true
transportation cost of social-service programs may not be readily identifiable. This need
also was mentioned in the 1987b report.
Other Reports

In addition to the statewide studies, reports for specific areas in Florida are
completed by the agencies involved in planning and providing transportation for the
disadvantaged. Metropolitan planning organizations and local urban transit agencies are
required to prepare planning documents related to local ID services. The urban transit
agencies are required by UMTA to submit plans that specify how they will meet the needs
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of the elderly and handicapped, as required by Section 504 of the U.S. Rehabilitation Act.
MPOs must annually complete unified planning work programs (UPWPs). These reports
specify the TD planning activities in which the MPO will be involved and include a
statement of the amount of funds budgeted for TD planning. Another report that the MPOs
are responsible for preparing is the transportation improvement program (TIP). This report
lists the sources and amounts of TD funds expected to be received during the next year for
planning, operations, and capital purchases, and shows how they are budgeted for
expenditure.
Rule 41-1 also required that the local planning organizations and the regional
planning councils prepare and annually update local TO plans. The 1989a review of the
CCTD stated that these local and regional agencies, as well as the MPOs, had not
performed the level of planning as required by the rule because of inadequate funding. This
issue has been addressed, at least partially, by the funding component of the revised
legislation and by Rule 41-2, which specifically earmarks funds for planning. Although only
11 of Florida's 21 MPOs included the required TD element in their FY 1990 TIPs (FY 1991
TIPs were not available at the time of this report), 19 of the 21 included a TD planning task
in their FY 1991 UPWPs. Local areas also are expressing interest in developing more
comprehensive local TD plans. Current planning requirements are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. TO Planning Requirements in Florida.

Community Tranopc>Nilon Coo<dlnalor
• Th,...Ytar TO StMce Plan

Official P1111nlng Agency
• Five·Year Tranaportatlon Development Plan

Updated annually

local Compr&henalvt Planning Organization
• TO addrN~td 1n tht Mus Transit
Elemenl of lht lociJ Comp<ehtnoivo Plan

Updated wery five yeara

Mtuopolllan PIMnlng Orgonlz:ation
• TO Elamont ifllho T...-.oportalion ltnplo\lomonl Plograrn
• TO PlaMing TNI<o In lho llnifiod PlaMing WOlle , . , _

Annually
Annually

Ttam110rlrion OloodVIn_.s ~
• Staawidt ,..Ytat TO Plan

Updated fN8fY fM ...,..

Urban Translt Svatems
• SecliM S04 P1111 for Bderly and HandiCapped

Updated whenever S.ctlon S04
regulations are r&\lised
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SERVICE DELIVERY
Special ized transpo rtation services for transpo rtation disadvantaged persons often are
referre d to as paratra nsit or demand-responsive services. These serviees provide origin-todestina tion service on demand . The service usually is curb-to -curb but can be portal- toportal for those requiri ng assistan ce from their house to the vehicle. Paratra nsit services are
provide d with a variety .of vehicles, including automobiles, taxicabs, vans, and mini-buses.
Medicabs, which can transpo rt stretch er-bound persons, are usually available for those with
more serious mobilit y limitati ons. In additio n, the Joint Use School Bus Progra m has led
to the use of school buses for transpo rtation of 1D persons when the buses are not in use
transpo rting student s.
These 1D paratra nsit serviees are provided by a wide range of public, private
nonprofit, and private for-profit agencies. Many of these agencies provide service with only
one or two vehicles, while some have more than a hundre d. Import ant provide rs include
associations of retarde d citizens, councils on aging, senior citizens groups, service
organiz ations affiliat ed with various religions, public mass transit agencies, mental health
centers , and many others. Fourte en of Florida 's eightee n urban transit systems operate
paratra nsit services in additio n to their regular bus service.
In FY 1989, over six million TD passeng er trips were made on these paratra nsit
services in Florida . In addition, a significant but undocu mented numbe r of trips were made
by TD person s on regular fixed-route bus and rail transit services. These TD trips include
medica l trips, work trips, trips to social-service program s such as adult day care and
congre gate dining, shoppi ng trips, and numero us others.
The previous five-year plan project ed that the 1988 Florida popula tion of elderly,
handica pped, and low-income persons would total approx imately 4.4 million. Figure 3
illustra tes the extent to which person s fall into more than one of these groups.
Approximately 100,000 of these persons are membe rs of all three groups.
Florida 's estimat ed total popula tion and elderly popula tion for 1985 through 1989,
shown in Figures 4 and 5, are both somew hat larger than the previou s plan project ed. (The
previous plan did not project beyond 1988.) These differences reflect revised estimat es from
the Bureau of Economic and Business Resear ch (BEBR ) at the University of Florida .
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r-.y
2.6 Million

FIGURE 3. 1988 estimatea ol cwerl&pping TD
populations f rom previous li..e-yelt plan (millions) •
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F igures 6 through 9 compare actual semce delivery for 1985 through 1989 as
reported in the annual TO operating repons to projections from the previous five-year plan
for the years 1985 to 1988. The projections from the previous plan are adjusted to include
only those counties covered by·annual operating reports, so that the comparisons are for the
same counties. These graphs reveal that actual service delivery was less than the
projections. To some extent, this is probably due to a lack of sufficient funding to meet all
of the demand, although in the case of passenger trips, the difference between projected and
actual is due primarily to the inclusion of regular transit trips in the projections of TO trips
for one or more counties. (The previous plan projections in Tables 6 t.hrough 9 are for
"sponsored" TO service only. The annual ope.rating reports do not distinguish between
sponsored and nonsponsored service, but the amount of nonsponsored service reported in
the AORs is quite small and does not significantly distort the comparisons.)
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An indication of the increased panicipation around the state in the coordinated 1D

program is the increasing number of counties that have signed memoranda of agreement
and submitted annual operating reports. As shown in Table 5, the number of counties
covered by MOAs has increased from 34 in 1983 to 62 in 1989. Annual reports were filed
for 62 counties in 1989, compared with 8 in 1983.

TABLE 5. Number ol Counties Covered by MOAs and AORs, 1983-1969.
1987

1983

1984

Mtmoranda ot .AQreement

34

•

47

S2

58

Annual Opatatlng Atportt

8

•

34

40

49

• not available
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Figure 10 shows the percent of the state's TD popula tion residing in counties covered
by MOAs and AORs from 1985 to 1989. (Although TO population estimates are not
available for 1989, it is assumed that the percentage distribution among the counties did not
change from 1988 to 1989.)
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FUNDING
There are a number of funding sources at the federal, state, and local levels available
to operators and agencies who provide TD services. These sources and the amounts
(unaudited) of capital and operating funds reported for 1989 by the TO providers in Florida
are summarized in Table 6. More detail for each of the three funding levels is shown in
subsequent tables.
Federal and local sources each provided about $13 million in 1989, compared with
$7.6 million provided by the state. At both the federal and state levels, the bulk of funds
came from social-service agencies, in particular the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS) and the Florida Depart ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS) .
In addition to the annual operating reports, TO funding data are available in the
annual budget estimates (ABEs) prepared by various federal and state government
departments. The ABEs contain the estimated amounts that these departm ents expect to
spend during the coming year on 1D transportation throughout the state. The estimates do
not include projected local government spending. The AORs, on the other hand, contain

TABLE 6. TD Funding Sources and Amounts Reported In 1989 AORs.
Amount of Funding

fiMlding Source

.

Department of Transpoctation

Total

Fedttal

State

$ 2.795,000

$

local

308.000

$ 1.179.000.

$ 4,282,000

9,733,000

6,079,000

0

15.812,000

Oep&nmnentofEducation

0

141 ,000

0

141,000

Dep&ttment of Community Affairs

0

508,000

0

508,000

Oepattm•nt of Ubor

35,000

543.000

0

S7S,OOO

ACTION I'Yognoms

95,000

0

0

95.000

905,000

0

0

905.000

Non-contract Revenue

0

0

1,874,000

1,874,000

Local Government Revenue

0

0

7,747,000

7,747,000

Other General Revenue

0

0

2, 167,000

2,167,000

Toi.AI Funding

$ 13,563,000

$7,579,000

$ 12,967,000

$ 34,109,000

Departrnonl$ of HHS and HRS

Other Ftdml Programs

• local match tor DOT funds
Source: 1989 Annual Operating Reports

the actual amounts spent by federal, state, and local governments on 1D transportation
services that are provided through the community transportation coordinators. The ABE
and AOR amounts are shown in Table 7.

TABLE 7. Comparison o1 TD Funding Amounts Reported in 1989 ABEs and AORs.
.Agency

AtlnuaiBUdget
Estimate

Annual Operating

Peroent

Report

AOR ia of ABE

Department of Transpoc1a11on

$12,553,000

$4,:2S2,000

34.1

Depanments of HHS snd HRS

32,765,000

15,S12,000

4&3

1,443,000

141,000

9.8

601,000

508,000

84.S

2,034,000

578,000

28.5

857,000

95,0 00

11.1

$50,253.000

$21,416.000

42.6%

Department of Education
Department of Community Affairs

Department of Labor

ACllON Programs
Total

The actual statewide amounts spent on 1D services could, of course, be Jess than or
greater than the ABEs, and, as shown in Table 5, AORs are not submitted for all counties.
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Also, as noted earlier, the quality of reported data has been an ongoing concern. Therefore,
comparisons of ABE and AOR amounts should be viewed very cautiously. Nonetheless, the
figures in Table 7 are suggestive that substantially more dollars are being spent on 1D
transportation in the state than are being reported in the AORs.
Federal Fnndinl! Sources
The various sources of federaliD funds are shown in Table 8. The federal Medicaid
Program and the Older Americans Act account for over half of all federal 1D funds
reported in the annual operating reports.

TABLE

e.

Federal TO Funding Sources and Amounts Reported In 1989 AORs.
Amount of Funding

Funding Source

I Percent of Total

Department of TraMponallon (UMTA)
Section 3

$

Soetion 9/9A

Section 18

1S9,000

1.2

395,000

2.9

1,427,000

10.5

Soetion 16(0)(2)

545,000

4.0

SeMee Oevaiot:lment

269,000

2.0

28,000

0.2

1,542,000

11 .4

32,000

0.2

Department of Heahh and Human Servicea
Chlldten's Medk:al Services

Developmental Sef'Yioea
Economic Services (WIN, ate.)

Oldet Americans (Trtle Ill)

4,331,000

31.9

Medicaid

3,748,000

27.6

44,000

0.3

8.000

0.1

RSVP

56,000

0.4

Fomer Grandparent&

22,000

0.2

Oth« . ACTroN Programs

15,000

0.1

JTPA

35,000

0 .3

Other Federal Programs

905,000

6.7

Head Start

Disability Determination
ACTlON Programs

Dopanment of Labor

Total Fedet"al Funding

$ 13,563,000

Sour<:$: 1969 Annual Operating Reports
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100.0.,.

From the federal level, funds flow both directly to transportation providers and
indirectly to them through state agencies. Some of the U.S. DOT funds, for example, flow
through FOOT, while some go directly to the operators.
Another distinction that can be made among funding programs is that some funds,
such as the U.S. DOT funds, are restricted to transportation uses, while other funds are
granted for social-service programs and are used to cover all of the various costs of
providing the social services, including any necessary transportation costs.
Transportation Programs. The grants that are restricted to transportation uses are
described in Table 9. Section 3 grants are for discretionary capital grants and loans.
Section 9 grants may be used in urban areas to provide both TD services and regular transit
services. Section 16(b)(2) funds may be used in both urban and rural areas but may be used
only for TD services. Section 18 funds are for rural transit services that are available to the
general public, although in practice the users of the services are primarily the transportation
disadvantaged.

TABLE 9. Urban Mass Transportation Administration Grants.
lYPE
$ectlon 3

Section 9

Secllon 16(b)(2)

RECIPIENT

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Urban Transit

Oiacretlonary Cepital Grants and

Sy$1ems

Loans

Urban Transit

Capital and Operating Aa&i&tanoe

Up to SO% of capital costs

Systems

Formula Grants

and 50% of operating costa

Private Non-

Planning and l:lr&sign of Mass
Transportation Facilities Dl Purchase

80% of capital costs

Profit Systems

Up to 75% of project cost

of Vehicles to Meet Special Needs of
11>e Eldelly end Handl""'>l'e<l

Section 18

Section 1B(h)

Rutal Transit

Formula Gtam Prog.cam for Non·

Systems

Urbanized Neu

Up to 80% of capital oosts
and SO% of operating costs

State Agencies

Rufal Transit Assistance Program

100% of project eost

(RTAP) for Training, Technical
Asaittanoe. end Research

Source: Urban Mass TrMsportation Act ot 1964, as amended

Social Service Programs.

Several grant programs are operated by the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS). Social service programs funded by
this department often require a transportation component in order to provide access to the

various services. One of these programs is the Work Incentive Program (WIN), which
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provides or reimburses the costs of work and medical trips for program participants.
Another example is the Head Start Program, which provides transportation for
preschool-aged children who are educationally disadvantaged so that they can receive a
variety of social services, including health, education, and nutrition.
The Domestic Volunteer Service Act of 1973 is the legislative source for the funding
provided through the Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) and the Foster
Grandparent Program. These programs reimburse transportation expenses incurred by
retired persons who volunteer their services to serve other elderly who are in need of
assistance, or to serve children in need of a grandparent's guidance.
The U.S. Department of Labor provides Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) funds
through block grants to the states. The grants are intended to benefit economically
disadvantaged persons by providing training and other services. Transportation to and from
the training sessions is a key part of the program.
The funds provided under the Older Americans Act are distributed according to each
state's proportion of persons aged 60 years and over. The amount of local matching funds
required varies according to which grant is applied for and may be in the form of cash or
in-kind donations. The purpose of these grants is to provide a variety of programs for
elderly persons and transportation to those programs.
Another federal funding source used by the transportation disadvantaged service
programs is the Social Security Act In particular, those grants provided by Title XIX and
Title XX are relied upon most often. Title XIX is the Medical Assistance Program (or
Medicaid), which provides transportation for low-income persons requiring medical
assistance. For the most part, the program will reimburse states for medically necessary
transportation of individual recipients. Title XX is also known as the Social Services Block
Grant Its objective is to provide funds for social services (e.g., day care, protective services,
employment services). Transportation that allows the recipients to participate in the services
offered is also funded through the grants.
State Fundine Sources
The various sources of state 1D funds are shown in Table 10. The largest source of
state funding reported in the annual operating reports is the Department of Health and
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Rehabilitative Services (HRS), which provides over 80 percent of total reported state funds.
The Medicaid Program was by far the largest single source of state 1D funds in 1989.

TABLE tO. State TO Funding Sources and Amounts Reported In 1989 AORs.
Nnount or Funding

Funding Souf'Ce

Ptreent of Total

Aorida Dtpattment of Transpot'UIItion

49.000

0.6

State match for Sedlon 9/9A

26,000

0.3

Stale match for Section 18

69.000

0.9

164,000

2.2

State match for Sec:tlon 3

$

Other
Department of Health and Atht.biliWNo Sotv'ioet

1.587.000

20,9

Alcohol/Drug Abuse/Mental Health

223,000

2.9

Children's MediCal Sotvico (Match)

15(1,000

2.1

18,000

0.2

703,000

9.3

Economio Sef\liots (WIN.etc.) (Match}

32,000

0.4

Health, ln.stitutions/State Hos-pitals

16,000

0.2

3.044,000

40.2

300,000

4.0

37.000

o.s

104,000

1.4

10,000

0.1

498,000

6.6

Vocation Rehabilitation

214,000

2.8

Other

329,000

4.3

Aging & AduH Programs

ChlldrenjYouthjFamily

OevekJpmentaJ Services {Match)

Medicaid

O!Mr
Department of EducatiOn
Blind S.rviefl

Other
Department of Community Affairs
Community Setviots Trust Fund

CommUflity SerAoes Block Grant
Department of Labor

•

TO Ttust Fund

$7,579,000

Total State Funding
• Trust Fund distribution began in FY 1991

Source: 1989 Mnual Operating Repons
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•
100.0'1'.

A major source of state 1D funds in the future will be the 1D Trust Fund established
in 1989. The trust fund is administered by the 1D Commission and is funded primarily by
a 50-cent fee on the registration of automobiles and small trucks and by a fifteen-percent
share of the state public transit block grant. The trust fund also receives $5 of each $15
temporary handicapped parking permit. As shown in Figure 11,. these funds are expected
to increase from a total of $9 million in FY 1991 to $12 million in FY 1996. The 1991 total
is distorted somewhat because it is the start-up year for trust fund appropriations and
includes 21 months' worth of tag fee money. Likewise, the FY 1992 total is distorted slightly
because it includes 21 months' worth of parking permit money.

12

10
8

e
4
2

0
1991

1992

-Parking Permlta

1993

1995

-Tag Feea

1998

tB Block Grant

FIGURE 11. TO Trust Fund projections, 1991-1998.

Local Fundin& Sources
The various sources of local 1D funds reported in the annual operating reports are
shown in Table 11. Most local funds do not stem from the matching of federal dollars or
the providing of specific social-service programs. Local funds result primarily from county
commitments to subsidize locallD services. Beginning in FY 1991 additional local dollars
will result from the requirement that 1D Trust Fund grants to the OPAs and CfCs must
have a 25 percent local match, one-half of which must be in cash.
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TABLE 11. Local TO Funding Sources and Amounts Repofled In 1989 AORs.
I

Funding Soutce

•

• ••

Amount of Funding

Percent ot Total

$ 1,179,000

Local match tor OOT

9.1

LOcal Government Aevenue

Coumy Cash

7,100,000

54.8

County In-Kind

200,000

1.5

City C.sh

341,000

2.8

City in-Kind

31,000

0.2

Cash

$7,(#)

0.4

18,000

0.1

As&ociation of Retarded Citizens

344,000

2.7

Councils on Aging

195,000

1.S

Oth&l

Other fn·Kind

Other Gtntt'al Revenue

5,000

•

Individuals

21,000

0.2

United way

58,000

0.4

211,000

1.6

1,333,000

10.3

Hospitals/Cimk::s

Sc:hoob/Uni'Versltles

Other • General Ae!o'&nue

Non-Contract Revenue
Fares

651,000

5.0

Sclloot eus

107,000

0.8

Chaner

63,000

o.s

Nor.-Transpottatlon

38,000

0.3

Donated

534,000

4.1

In-Kind

258.000

2.0

Other • Non-Contract Revenue

225,000

..

Local match for TO Trust Fuod

$ 12,967,000

Total local Funding
*less than 0.1%

•• began W1 FY 1991
Source: 1989 Annual Ope!'ating Report$
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..

1.7

100.0%

NATIONAL EXPERIENCES

In May of 1990, the Center for Urban Transportation Research conducted a
telephone survey of all states regarding their programs for the transportation disadvantaged
to determine where each state stood in terms of coordinating transportation for the
disadvantaged. In addition, information concerning coordination legislation, interagency
committees, and state-level provision of technical assistance was collected. This information
was used to expand and update the 1981 Social Services Research Institute report, which
previously had been updated in 1986 by the Council of State Governments and again in
1988 by Carter Goble· Associates (in conjunction with the Region IV Transportation
Consortium).
The surveys took an average of fifteen to twenty minutes to complete. Most of the
respondents were from state departments of transportation and were involved in their state's
16(b)(2) program. Some respondents were from other state agencies or planning councils.
All were very receptive to the survey and interested in learning what was occurring in the
other states.
Questions were asked to ascertain the extent to which innovative or unique funding,
marketing, or service delivery approaches existed within each state. Other information
gathered included 1D studies performed during the past five years, which states have
statewide purchasing pools for vehicles or insurance, and what type of data collection is
done statewide.
The results of the ''National Experiences Survey" are discussed in the following
sections. This discussion highlights various states' approaches to or concerns with
coordination, rider eligibility, and marketing for transportation disadvantaged services. A
summary of the findings for all 50 states can be found in Appendix A Appendix B lists the
survey respondents.
Coordination

Fourteen states, including Florida, have a statewide coordinated transportation
disadvantaged program. In eleven of these states there have been state-level mandates for
coordination, while in three of them (Hawaii, Kansas, and Nevada) statewide coordination
has occurred as a result of actions taken at the local level. The fourteen states are:
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Florida
Hawaii
Kansas
Maine
Michigan

Mississippi
Nevada
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina

Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
Vermont
Wyoming

For other states, such as Oregon, Montana; and South Carolina, there is a statewide
program that coordinates only the Section 16(b)(2) participants. Some states, such as Idaho
and Alabama, actively foster and encourage coordination but leave program implementation
to the counties. Only in the three states previously mentioned (Hawaii, Kansas, and
Nevada) has this "bottom up'' approach resulted in statewide coordination. The remaining
states coordinate to varied degrees at regional or local levels.
A major benefit experienced by the states that coordinate transportation for the
disadvantaged has been the reduction in the duplication of services that previously existed.
In Maine, for example, one city had 26 agencies providing transportation disadvantaged
services before the services were coordinated. In Idaho, coordination reduced the number
of vehicles that were sitting idle. This is also true for Minnesota, West Virginia, and other
states, where coordinated use of vehicles in the communities has Jed to a reduction in the
duplication of services for the transportation disadvantaged.
Some states, however, indicated that the coordination process resulted in higher costs,
or at least did not decrease the costs of providing services for the disadvantaged. According
to a California study, it is difficult to justify the coordination of social-service transportation
based solely on the objective of cost savings. That study showed that while increased service
levels and improved reliability resulted from coordination, costs did not decline. One reason
that might explain this is the general increase in costs that all operators are facing due to
rising insurance premiums and other causes not related to coordination. Other reasons may
have to do with increases in the quality of the TD services that are provided. It also has
been suggested that the differences in accounting for transportation costs by,some socialservice agencies and by coordinated TD systems (e.g., net unsubsidized cost versus fullyallocated cost) may give the appearance of cost increases when, in fact, costs have actually
declined.
Several states reported barriers to the coordination process. One difficulty
mentioned is that of gaining the cooperation of the various agencies involved in ID services.
One reason for this is that the agencies want to provide their own services. Another is that
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they do not want to share their vehicles. Some agencies feel that their clients would no
longer receive priority treatment if services were consolidated; thus, they would prefer that
their vehicle sit idle in case a client needs service on short notice.
The coordination of TD transportation between service areas appears to be· an issue
throughout the United States. Some states have come up with solutions, and others are still
seeking them. In Missouri, two transportation systems were formed, one with a service area
of 23 counties and one with 87 counties. South Dakota also has regional providers, as does
Texas. As a condition of funding, Vermont requires that each operator participate in the
development of coordination plans for its region and that of a neighboring region. These
regional approaches eliminate virtually all problems concerning transporting the
disadvantaged between service areas.
While some communities have been able to provide services across county lines (or
service area boundaries), others have not been able to overcome the problems associated
with coordinating TD service between service areas. These problems range from funding
limitations to legal constraints. A person who lives close to a county border and needs
medical treatment may find that the medical center in the neighboring county is closer than
the one in his home county. Yet, transporting that client outside of the county may be
viewed as spending county dollars in another county, and thus is not allowed. For some
states (e.g., Colorado, Illinois, and Indiana), transportation between service areas is not
provided at all by TD programs. In New Hampshire, it is considered a major problem and
is usually left to the providers or social-service agencies to work out. Rhode Island is testing
a regional paratransit brokerage system, with one of the goals being improved inter-county
coordination.
Eliaibility
The definition of transportation disadvantaged varies among the states. Elderly and
handicapped persons are included by all states that define the term, although the definition
of elderly varies among the states. For example, in New York and Alabama, "elderly" is
defined as being 60 years of age or older. For Colorado and Maryland, it is 65. Wisconsin
considers "elderly" to be at least 62 years of age, and a person who is 55 is eligible in Rhode
Island. For those states whose coordination program involves only those operators receiving
UMTA Section 16(b)(2) funds, their definitions are consistent with the federal definitions.
In addition to the elderly and handicapped, many states include persons with low incomes
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and some states include American Indians, the homeless, and those who Jive in households
with one or no automobile. The states are grouped according to major eligibility
requirements in Table 12.

TABLE 12. Populations Included in State TO Definitions.
Eldo~y and

Handicapped
Only

Alabama
Alaska

Eldorly, H111dlc:apped,
and Low Income

No Stat& Definition

An'l:ona•

llinois

Mensas-

IOwa

South Dakota

Con.ntcticut

California
florlclll

Delaware

Hawaii

Colorado

Utoh
VIrginia

Georgia

Idaho

Washington

Kansu
Kentucky
Mlehlg:an
Mnn.sota
Miuiuippl

IndianaLouisiana
Maine-*
Maryland

West VIrginia

Montana
Nebraska

New Jersey
New Mexico

MastacllMis-souJi
Nevada
New Hampshire
North Carolina

New York

North Ookota

Ohio
Ol<lahoma
Otegon

Rhode Island

~nns)'lvanla

Vennont•Wyoming•

South Carolina
Wisconsin

Tenneswe
Texas

• includt:S American Indians but does not include low income

•• inelud&S the home4ess
••• inc:fudes thost two-pelSOR hoU$eholds that own one or rM, automobile

Source: CUTA's National Experlen«ts Survey, May 1990

Not all state eligibility requirements are included in the state's coordination
.
.
legislation; some are in rules or policies. As shown in Table 12, some states indicated that
they have no definition of transportation disadvantaged but abide by federal regulations
regarding UMTA funding (i.e., service must be provided for the elderly and handicapped).
Therefore, they technically could be placed in the first column of the table.
In addition to requiring that clients meet eligibility criteria, some transportation
disadvantaged programs further restrict use based on trip purposes. As mentioned earlier
in the legislation section, this is contrary to the federal requirement that there be no trippurpose discrimination when federal funds are used. However, in many states, including
Florida, limited resources result in TD operators having to ration services and that often is
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done based on trip purpose. One Missouri agency, for example, lists the order of its trip
priorities as: (1) medical, (2) essential shopping/business, (3) nutrition (trips to and from
nutritional programs in recognized senior centers), (4) group travel and contract tours (trips
for recreational purposes), and (5) other. The issue of how competing demands and limited
resources are balanced will be addressed in later technical memoranda.
Marketine
The extent to which marketing of services for the transportation disadvantaged is
being done varies from state to state. Amid concerns of not being able to meet the existing
demand, many operators are hesitant to market their services. For the most part, the
purpose of the paratransit marketing that is being done is to inform the transportation
disadvantaged about the availability of lD services rather than to increase demand. It
enables those who are eligible for the service, yet unaware of it, to have an equal chance
at obtaining necessary transportation.
A cooperative effort by transportation operators in Connecticut recently resulted in
the publication of the second annual Disabled Commuter's Handbook. The purpose of the
handbook is to help disabled commuters find transportation to and from their jobs, and it
provides useful information dealing with carpools, vanpools, discount fares, bus and rail
service, handicapped parking permits, and driver training. In New Jersey, the special
services for the elderly 3lld handicapped are advertised on board the regular fixed-route
transit buses.
In Florida, the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission is having a marketing
study conducted. The study's products are to include a marketing primer, brochures, videos,
and other materials to market the services for the transportation disadvantaged. The
commission also will be involved in the development of the Commuter Alternative Systems
Handbook, which will assist local government staff and decision-makers by introducing the
benefits of using transportation demand management (IDM) techniques in the
transportation planning process, including paratransit planning.
Summary

As seen by the preceding discussion of national experiences, the degree that

transportation for the disadvantaged is coordinated varies across the states. Some states
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have successfully implemented statewide systems and others have just begun the process.
The groups identified as transportation disadvantaged also differ among the states. The
marketing that takes place serves for the most paft as an informational process, rather than
as a means of increasing demand.
In Appendix A, there is a summary of the' entire national experiences survey. The
information is organized by state and is categorized in the following areas:
• 1D Services Legislation or Executive Order.
• State Interagency Committee or Task Force.
• Technical Assistance: State-to-Local.
• Comments.
In the "Comments" category, information on funding sources, services offered, and studies
currently underway or recently completed is presented.
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1990 National Experiences Survey Summary

STATE
ALABAM4

STATE INTERAGENCY COMMITT£E
OR TASK FORCE

TD SERVICES LEGIS\ATION
OR EXeCUTIVE ORDER

TECHNICAL ASSISTAHCE
STATE-TQ-LOCAL

COMIIEHTS

.Alabama k'rtefagency Transportation

Marketing, vehicle specifications,

Review Commlnea

busineu approael'les

Hu ~Aide-and- Shop" Pfogtam whe re
participating merchants pay for ride
horne.

Non e

RTAP fund$ used for pusen90r
assistance techniques tralinlng

16(b)(2) 20~ lot$1 UMTA ma1ch rals:td
by bingo 98ffi8S in soma towns.

1980: Arizona Okl« American h:1 (requlte:a

Social Senriees Transportation

c:ootdination of servfc" to the elderly)

Coordinating Committee Qnaotivt)

Process tor fund'"~~t~g, gt.lidellne$ for
coordinating ellgibiliry, IIJOnertJ

Senior citizen group$ In some smal!&t
eommunitJes raise locJJ UMTA matches
by bake sales and car waahes.

1989': E;cecutl\le Otdet 29 (esttbllshts
Plabama Interagency Transportatlon

-·

Revtew

Committee)

ALASKA
ARIZONA

ln1otmation o n o peration of small

ayst&ms, grant applicetlon p!'Ocess,

pc"ogram intotma.tion, pro;.ct
dtvel0pmen1

4RK4NSAS

19n: NA 192 fevpanded the rote of Mensas'
Departm.m ot T1anaportatlon In coordi nation
proCNS)

CAUFORNIA

None

Vehicle speclfict.tlona, record keeping,
g rant applicatio n oomplttion,
mlll!eting, mechanics, human service
transpoc1stlon issues, monitoring,
evaluating

Looking into a tranaportl.tion pt0gr1m
for tho hom04ess. tlnoe they are
considered •disadvantaged•.

fntera~ Social S.~t Mfic
Tra.nspottetion Commmee and Social
SeMees Transpoc1at1on Task Force

Management tociWIIquet, other
technical assistance

Ha~ d od'ec&-ted a pot1lon o r the sra te
sales tax for TO stNices. CJraoge
County will be condueti09 an unmtt
n teds study i n 1990-91.

Salary training, other l echnJcal

Denver area plans to cflflfibuto lransit
tokens to thO homeless. The same are a
hJS a "Saturda,y Shopper• program 1ha1
pi'O'IIidet t hopping and other
recrea tional oppoc1uni6e$ to TO
pel"$0nS.

.

1989: California Code Statute 4500 (eJMnd a
t•q u lftmtnts from 504 ftgul&tlons 10
contra~o")

1979: A8120 The Social Sei'Vfces
TraMportttio n mprovomt nt Act (requires
coordination ol all toOlal seNiot$
transportation and eNbli.shes a task force to
monitor its tmplementatlon)
1971: Transportation Development Act (aiiiOws
countie$ to impost a 0.25% retail saiH tax that
can bO usod for community transit services,
at1d Includes TO soNice1)

COLORADO

1983: Legis4ature authorized Colotado's
o.p.rtment of Highway$ to conduct ttansJt
plannfng: In ateas under 200,000 In populatio n

ftlteragency Ad\lisory Commhtee

aui.stanee

-

-----

-

-----

----------·-··

---

----

STATE
CONNEC11CUT

TO SERVICES LEGISLATION
OR EXECUTIVE ORDER
1987-88.: Genet'al approprlafk)n of $3 million to
fund the development of elderly and
htfldieapped (E&H) coordination plana In each
~n

DELAWARE

TECHNICAl ASSISTANCE
STATE-TO-LOCAL

STATE INTERAGENCY COMMmEE

OR TASK FORCE
None

COMMENTS

Ha.s <Mdiea.ted a. portiOn of a ta.x..icab
license tax for TO services.. Another
funding source ls general

Madcoling. planning, safety training

appropriations. Haa deY&Joped 2nd
IKiition of Disabled CommiAe,.$
Handbook.

o1 stat:e

1979: Delaware Transportation Authoclry Act
(anted Delaware Transportation Authority and
veiled it with the power to create a statewide

specializEKI transportation admlniMr&lion und•r

Paratrans[t Htvlsory Committee
Govelnor's Council on tho Coou:l!i(l.-iOn
of ServiCe$ for tht H&odicrappod

V.hk!le procurement, $tAli($

Flnati:rlng a sto:tewide n.-eds $Utvey.

planning, $tnSitivity b'31ning, safety
training

The tt&nsit authority provides
maintenance for the vehicles purchased
through the 16(b)(2) program. A TO

funding sourco is tho Oel•wate
Tumpike Rtv&ri~ Transpon.tion Trutt

Its control)

Fund.
Ttansportatlon Dtsad'Yant~ed
Commi.ssion (TDC)

Driver safety, CPR. firlt aid, TOC
poliOit$ and procedvt&$, drivel
sensitivity, passeng.et assistance
techniques, maintenance, drug
testing, pro91am managemtnt,
Section 18 and 16(b){~) guidelines

HU dedicated a pottion ot th& auto
registration tee foe TO services. Other
funding soutces 819 the Public Transit
Block Grant Ptogram and hlet for
tt.mpor• ry parking permits tor the
handicapped. Preparing • Statewide
AYe·Year TO Plan.

Seoate Bill 457 (requbs coordination of
tf8ttaponatlon services)

Interagency Coordinating CouMI

JippfieatiOn procos;.. scheduling,
dispatching, •Fioadeos", marketing

Hu a sta.tt'Mde marketing plan.

HAWAll

None

Rural PubSo Transpor1ation Advisory
Council

SubstO;t'ltial information $hat1ng goes
on e.t IQeat lo~o~el.

Some UMTA local matches raised by
bake sales and rubber duck raoos.

IDAHO

Non&

Informal Interagency agreement with
DOT, HeadstaO end Office of Aging

Regulrion., planning, "'b'oubl,._
shooting" assitlanc.. p,attiOipation In a
OOOtdination program at a local leYel

~I N; telation$ marketing map (shows
tht state'$ ac:ces~le •ystems).
Cen1raftZed v.hlcfe purchasing ptocess.

ILLINOIS

1984: Resolution 1299 (established tht lllinoit
Task Fofco on Coordination of Publfc
TraMport.ation Sti'Yice)

l liooi$ Ta.sk Focct on Coordlnatlon ·of
Public Tran6p01tation SeMee Qn •cti~J

Using RTAP funds to set up a
techniCal usittance prOgfam.

Section 181oeal matches out of genet31

FLORIDA

1w:J: Sona~e 6111 1316 (establishe-s Public
Transit Block Gr81rt Program, 15% of which is
c&stributed to tM Trans.portation
Di$tdventaged Commi$sion)
1979: Aorlda StalUte Chapter 427 (..s&bSished
Coordinating Council tor the Transportation
at•dventaged (CCTD), and set up &ta:tewlde
eoordlnation pt'Ogtam for TO persons)
(amended 1989 kl include dedieated funding
source and to upgtado CCTO to Transportation

Disadvantaged CommiUion)
GEORGIA

Merchants will glv. tokens or a ride
home to TO shoppers.

Slate moew Soetion 16(b)(2} and
revet~ue funds. H~n a fare
reimbursement prog1am whOfe DOT wtll
reimbur&o thO oper010r$ up to a cep of
55% of base fate lr pt'Operty offEJrs e
discount t o elderty. handicapp«t. Of

-

----·-

---------··----·-

-

$!udcnls..

------

STATE

!NOlANA

TD SERVICES lEGISlATION
OR EXECUTIVE ORDER

-.

STATE iNTERAGENCY COMMITTEE
OR TASK FORCE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
STATE·TC>-LOCAL

Transportation Advisory Group (Section

Funding sources, planning, pasMnger

16(b}(2) review committee)

assistance techniques, wotkshops on
ttan$portation mantQom.nt

COMMENTS

lnttragtney COoptrttion Group (Section

teohn~ue:s. dtivtr training,

lndlanapoll$ has a program that
conshts of elderly volunteers ~o
transport the eldedy. Their system
ineludel paging, dispatching., and

18 rt'Mw committee)

m.alntof'I;8.AC8, 1Murane&

training.

Statewide Transpoctation ~ory

Regulation, marketing, planning,

A funding SOUtce for elf public traMit Is.

Commlnee ~naetlve)

passe-nger assistance techniques
training, grant application, schedufe;s,

.........

lntef6epartment Cootdlnatlng Body
Interagency Council on Specialized

Transportation
IOWA

Code lA Chapttf 601J (transportation funding)

routos, manager-employee training
KANSAS

None

None

Training sessiont on grant

applications, driver traintng,
aocoonting prcwided by lkliv. of
Kansu. an "'8CXr numt>tr lOt
assistance cails.. video iendlng library,
anti-drug trainin g

KENTUCKY

None

None

R$guCatlon, plaMing, annual vehic$e
lnspectloos, RTAP pt'Ogram

a portion or the sales tax on motor

State ptovldes TO funds, using
"coordination• (und&fined) as the
c(mtrion. Tho Public Trans« A$$oelation
has a f~k·putehase group lor Insurance
to.. non·profit and pubJ!e entitles.
Nee<b Assessm•nt and Plant~lng Study
recently eompiett<Sfor JeHerson County

Asoa.
LOUISIANA

16{b)(2) tnterageney CommiHH

Nont

Vehie~ sp&citicationt, RTAP pi'OQI&m,
procedutes

Planning a multi-c:ouMy coOtd'.nat:ion
study and an insurance purchaalng

pool.
MAl ME

MAR'I\AND

1919: LO 1556 (.,tabll$hed &dmlnisttativf.l
framcrwork fOr coordinated aJiooaUon of tta.t•
and federal trsnsportatlon funds)

lntet'agoncy Cooperative

1986! Transpottation Miele s.ctlon 2·103(3)
(authorizes funding for all counties for genet'al
purpoa. tt.ansportation fot tkklrly and
handicapptd individuals)

Interagency Committee on Spedalited
Transportation

n

1975: Miele
(t:lll) 97A of the Annotated
Code of Maryland {pe.rmits the use of SChoof
buses to transport elderly)

Aegu&aUon, RTAP $&MINI'$ and
wortcshops, on call lOt~'
needed, fie4d e~tatnln.atfons of
properties and perlormance
standards, priority setting, sehodullng,
retglonal planning

Some focal UMTA matdles raised using
auctions, ISa.nOeS.. &awn sates, and bingo
games. SobsidJes are requeSied ftom
municipalities served..

TreJnlng ftX transportation needs of
the disadvantaged, drivet training,

Free puaes fot those empfoyttd at
sheltered W'Ofkshops. PrcMcle vehicle

planning

familiarization sessions for riders.
RtoenUy completed statewide needs
study.

-

-

STATE

loiASSACHUSUTS

TO SERVICES l.EG4SU.TION
OR EXECUTIVE ORDER

STATE INTEJIAGENCY COMMITTEE
OR TASK FORCE

STATE~TQ.lOCAL

Ex_ _ _ _.,..

o... opjl(eollon p<ac:oss, UMTA

--~Commii<M

None

COMMENTS

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

rogofalions,_tochoico l....._

!h~

use ot 1ht

...,.._,.nt

""'•••tey

.

Prog,.,, ........ "'"'"""
operaJing money for tl'lit pufPOSI. A
fund~ SOW'OO II tile Slennllll
Trantp0f1alion Bond Program
(doslgne<lllko 18(b)(2) p<og,.,).

MICHIGAN

Llw pending that woued requ&r. turveyt of
transportation

11111NI!SOTA

nMc:e to twold dt,~pllcellon

1983: Mnnesoca Human Rightt Law
(ameod&d to Include public ttantportation
MtYice c::m.na for diaab1t d pttaont )

1919: Sen:att ear No. 405 ("ttb4t1Md a ata1e
policy on c:oorclln~ pubic end ~·

Has dedlcalOd a poct;on of tM O.Ontfll

Rtou~Uon, plllnnlng, ufety training,
Mmlnert on lift op.,ation tnd whidt
availability, other tKMicot usittance

M Hoc Commitlee lof Spedalb:ed
SeMel
lnt•agency Task Force on Coordinaflon
of Special Transportation Sei'YiOM

DfNtf ufety tr~nlng, passenger

Coalition for &ateWide (';oordl.nallon

cootdfnaM with, progtam monitoring,
....hlct. Jnspec:tlons

gtt tflx tcw funding me 2Mf. local UMTA

metents.

t lllttanot techniques. namtt ol othtf
orgtn1z.a1ions In tht """" ~rea to

Stattwldo marktting p&an tajlored to
ttd'itti'VIct area. Some local matches
raised through •p.,l·tabt'" (inst6nt-wln
lotteries) and bi"'Q oamtt. Atpott in

ptoetSI on ooordlnttlon .ttott and use
of voluntMf di'IV'tn.

1ranspor131ion)

1978; Palatransil GtlM Pfogram P'omo~H.

..the-

.

~W....,..thet~.

.,.,....lnlh

MNbt for
cost. and etficitncy of
and ~lily 11\o tt-Uon
~,

1978: Capital Asaistanot f\ogttm (~tntbtts
eligible recipients 10 meet mak:hlng
requirtmtnts tot tedttW capital gr.ntt)
MISSISSIPPI

NoM

Interagency TransponatJon Committee

MISSOURI

1986: Sonale Bill No. 616 (pro.t~on tor
planning and coordination .tforta)

Coordinating Council

.
,lfOIITANA

tor-·_,..,.,....
...........,..., .,.,...,.,tor
1983: Senate Sil 21

101 440 RCM)

c . --"Y

.... up .. - " " " .. -

spccial-tion

..... p<cMdo
etcforly one!

CommittMJI'rOjoct SoMion
CoMtnitiiN Cmeets annualy)
~

OJI...or tralnlng, monitoring progrtnu.
do'ltlopment ot grant applik:ations

TM iltut ollnttt·HMct erel
oootdlnation ia not e probhm btceuse
E&H aystem.t lit gtvtfl fftAlblllty 1ft
lnttf·Mf\ltct area ttl"'tt.

o.t.nolve dtl.lng, CPR. Video Ubr>ty,

&btence ol latgt-tcalt ttanapott&tlon
syatemt founded and Nn by volunMrs
elimina"• Wec4tNict area

lntormtlion on developing and
operrirtg tya,tems with multiple
tpecl&l dltnt group& and multiple
funding IOUfOt$. othN ttdrieal

..........

Mort<ttlng. ptom;og. safety 1ralr0og.
~

uti$Wnee tec:flniq1Jt$..

_..,., ,.,......., ... _..

CktYet ll1lning. ann....t c:onterenoe and

lnkwmalon

coordinttion probltmt.

Pbnnlng a statt<Mcte lnturln08 pool.

STAT£
NEBRASKA

TD SERVI CES lEGISLATION
OR EXECUTIVE ORDER

LA 136 (t$ta.btlshed the Publio Transportation

Advl:sory Committee)

STATE INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE
OR TASK FORCE
Public Tranapoctation Advi&ofy
O:>mmittee

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
STATE·TO.LOCAL

COMMENTS

'
Regulation, marketing, p lanning,

ln IJflooln, they are $tud)'ing demand

safety training, pe.ssenger esststance

respons.ive ooor&\ation.

techniques. fiscal and grant
lnfof'mation
NEVADA

None

Grant fij)pUeallon, conlereoce$,
newsletter, insuraMe pooling, annual
inspections, passenger assistance
techniques, UMTA program Nles and

None

.
NEW HAMPSKIRE

None

Coor<fJnatlon Wotking Group

..

regulationt, vehicle mt intenance.
drUQ·fr'tt rf9ulationt, IMivldualited

1983; P.l. 1983-&4 Senior Citizen and
DlsabJed Resident Trtnspottation Auittance
Act (dedicates 7.511'. of Ca.slno Tax Revenues
tOf senior and disabled tranaportation
programs)

Council on Special Transponati<ln
TaSk Forot on the Bderly

NEW YORK

NORTH CAROLINA

NoM

Mattleting workshops, dsivcr safety
tf#inlng, clirec! consutt4ti0ns
concerning compliance and report

Conway has annual golf toomament for

Manag~ot Jnfofmation systems.
scheduling, reporting, rou11ng,
funding, drlvtr training, lnfotmation
shatittg and new$t~ers

Governor's Task Foree on SeiVlctS to the

Governor's Commftt&e on Services

Hll dtdioated a portion of the Casino
Tax Revenues for TO S&f\llees.
Computer system In 1$ot 21 oou.ntlts
foe taking Ollis and automtting
tehtduSH. Marktting on publlo aceess
T.V. channel and with brochur es.
Dlatribu'" an "AooessibSe $&rv!oe'" ldt as
a form of i nformative marketing.
Planning s. TO fundtog sour~ that i$
similar to Oregon's cigare tte tax. Taxi
companlea in Santa Fe, Denning, and
Gallup have a "user-tide· subsidy thrt

As a means of eliciting compliance In
reporting. It agO'ney does not report.

N&w York lf'lter~genoy Cootdin.Ming
Committee on Rural Pvbllo
Transporta.tfon

......,.

198& &teblithment of E&H TtonspottatiOn
Assh.tance Ptogram ($2: million per year of
state Opetating funds for p rogtam}

N.C. PvbUc Tronspc>ftation Advi$0fY
Council {Inactive)

Training tor manag....,, drWtrs.
dlspatehert, mechltliCs, and
computet' opera,ors, managemenr
pefiormat'lce reviews of transportatiOn
tystems to eMure money Ia being
spent wlsety, t nnual work$hops on
changes In regu.lations and other
relevant Issues

N.C . lnte.ragency Transportation Aevlew
Commi't'tM (meets morrthfy}

looat ma.\ch. Some transit companies
Oaya at

&rt81ngt fOf "Senior SMppillg
local maiLs.

Regulation, planning, driver safety
training, l ir&t aid, CPA. pu:sanger
assistance techniques, defOMIYe
ctflvlog, coordination with 0\Mr
ope~stars

1990: 0\a,f)tec 61 (amends law or 1984 thtt
required N.Y. Ctty to provide coordinated,
accessible TO 518fVIce by requiring edditional
urbanized areas to do the same)

1985: Exeouti'lt Ordtr No.9 {r..authorized
lntertgeney commltt"s)

cost. Exploring more cost effective

..""

Diu.b~

NEW MEXICO

&ales tu for E.&H s.ef"o'ioH. A ptison
industry mOdifies ell 16{b)(2) vehiCles
aocording to agency needs at a low

insurance pooNng .

completion

NEW JERSEY

~ Washoct County (Reno ar.a}, they
ha'l't d0t.igna1&d one•lghth of their

.G9f)llcation proeedutt workM ops,
puMnget assistance tochnlqu.a.
maintenance, otMr ledlnkal

r6duc.s ftttt by so,;.

t6(b)(2) V'thicles ate tttn$fe«fd to
&nolher that will .
Some transit systeme set up Informative
mAfletlng bootfls at some community
~~s durfng tegitttatton week. This
enables those TO p 4Hsons., Yltlo w~id
lifce 10 receive an education, know that
a means of bansportation i:s available to

them.

STATE

TDSERWCES UEG~nON

STATE INTEAAGEHCV COMMinEE
OR TASK FORCE

OR EXECUTIVE ORDER
NORTH DAKOTA

None

Section 18 Advisory Committee

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
STATE·TI>-LOCAL
PJannlng, safety tralnl:og

COMMENTS

Loolring into insuumo& pool. Provides
tc:htdulfd g roup trips b' the etdefly
that enable them to do their local
shopping and go to eoogcegato moal

altea.
OHIO

None

Ad Hoc Bdefty at~d Handicapped

Fl.lnding proc.durts.. other technical

Transponatlon Committee One.etlve)

assistance attJJ

'"Tho Connection· In the Sandusky area
coordinate! wcwk ride$ tot U\6 disabled.

lnfotmal Committ" made up of
constituents of .tQing and Handicapped

Ttansportation Coordination (mtttt:
q-lty)
OKLAHOMA

None

Nono

Application prooedutM, cornpot8rized
re.cord«etping systems, national

Some operating funds ate raised b y
pancake suppers..

ATAP ttatning modules
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA

None

None

1976: Rural and ln~reity Comrnon Carrier Act
(fund s pub& lransportatlon In rural areas)

.

Planning. saJety training, technical
1$Si$1tnee A$1)10\llded by RTAP fund$

Has dedicated a portion of the cigarette
ttx tot TO sti"YIOM.

Regulation, marketing, other t echnical

Has dedlcaled a ponlon of the lottery

8Ui$tan~

fund$ for TO seMcft..

16(b)(2) and Sect;on 1 8 Committee

Pus<enger aasis.tanee t echniques,
$8foty training, wht~r I$ of Interest
to opetators

Testing brokerage s.ys.tem for two
counti t$,

S.C. lnteregency CounCil on Pub lic
Transportation

Regulation, p lanning, safety training,
dt-t.nsiYt di'Wtr training, first Aid,
quamrly dri'ver lfatnlng, mobiJe
vehicle aimulatcx

A funding sou rce b stat. gas tax.
Planning a statewide coordination plan.
Have stateYride telt·l n"'ranee reseNe

lnterdepartmental16lb}(2) Review Task
Force
TranspOftation Coordination Task Force

tnt

RHODE ISLAND

198:9: LegislatiOn appr~ funding fot a
Patatranslt Brokerage System .

SOUTH CAROLINA

1961: Amendment to lnteraQtncy Cour\Ciil
UglslaUon ot 1977 {adds members)

19n: Estabil$hed Interagency Council

fund.

.

SOUTH DAKOTA

None

Transportation Plannlog and
Cootdlnatiog Tasic FOf'ce

Marketing, s:a.toty training, other
leMnieal 8SSI$1&n00

Regional p rovidtrft eliminate problem of
i ntOt-$tl\liCo Aftl eoordlnttion.

TENNESSEE

None

lntfrageney Working Gtoup on f\lb!ie
TransportatiOn

Aogutltion, safety t1ainlng, drivtt and
f'inMCiAI Skills. provider ~g~&ncy
management tfaln lng, ctwg abuse,
workshops and annual conferences,
t&dio communication, user subs!dit$,
use of \'Oiune.ert. planning. w()fl(ing
with local o fficials, newslener

•fltend Fare· ptOgram providos fares fOf
elderly from frit ndt, ref.ativts,
l'f'l!fH'chants. In MI. Carmel, if ttwee
weeks of transportation on the local
transit system art purchued, the fourth
WOGit Is fttt {which Ia 'tdlen man y
people on toc:lal securll)', for example,
need as~lalance 1he mcm).

STATE
TEXAS

UTAH

.

TO SERVICES LEGISlATION
OR EXECUTIVE OIIDER

STATE INTERAGENCY COMMmEE
OR TASK FORCE

None

lnforma4 workj(\g group

None

U\a:h AutaJ Oevtlopmtnt CornmittM

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
STATE-TO-lOCAL

COMMENTS

R&gula11on, marlo:etlng WOf'kShops
(brochures, logos), $tftty lttining,
planning, other technical assistance

*A.Iral Connection· ia a system that
ptOVId&s access from rural areu to
Austin, where publi¢ tfltiSit is ftte.

Preventative maintenance training,

A ftM'ld tng aource Ia a Socal op11on sales
tax. Planning to start s.tattwide
pun:fi&Sing pods fOf vehletes and

dtftnsive d(rving, saftty training

Utah Council for Handic:apped and
Oevelopmenully OiJJbted PIH$00$

lnwranoe.

Transportation Task Fotce

E&H EvaluatiOf' and S&lection
Comminte
VVIMOHT

1987-88; 0.1'trl.l Jl4>pfoprlation8 {mandated a
stale eootdlnation study)

16(b)(2) Advi""Y Comm-

Ufl use, sensitivity training,
ecoounting, marhting, information

Planning s18te'wfde tfanr.it needs study.

Sharing, grant f!Ppllcltiorl ptootss,
cost estimate$, •ny topic or concern
to an operator

.

VIRGINIA

WASIINGTOH

1986: Senate Bill 29 (manda tes the
develOpment of a plan to prcwldt cootdinated
tfensportation .....nett to th• disabled)

'Plan of Cool)tfalion" Committee

Nono

t6(b){2) AdiiiSOfY Review Panels

Regu!Jtion, sattty tte.itMr-.g,
management and mechanics training,
puseoger assistance teeholquea

Stctlon 18 Committtt
Technical Advisory Commltlee

Safety training, management ttalnl,-.g,
computet' and software ttaJnlng,
pu&enger usia.anee techniques,
maintenance training, training In
operations and 9f8AI writing, annual
c:onfereooe on Issue$

Vttliele purcheslng pool Ck>ne through
atar. contract.
Bcohrs may or may.not be seMce
pt"QWjers, but are reqt.Ved to f ind the
least expensive form of transportation.
L..gislature ts plant~ing a study on
funding SOUfees and unmet needs.
Have Just begun a program to
eoordinatt all soclal-stMee program
transportation.

WEST VIRGINIA

None

Informs! groups

Aegulatloo, mactceting, safety training,
passenger asalstanoe tachnlqu8$,
videotapes on drug abuse and other
categori&s, dev.lopment of
pa&Ungt r, vthide, and systom ufoty
plan:s, resouroo marw•l developmtnt

Has statewtde marketfng program.
Sutveys of taxkab, p8181tanslt, and
capital needs completed In 1990.

WISCONSIN

19n: Slate Law Section 8:5.23 W'l (aotnotittd
DOT to make state capital gr'ant8 to p0v1.to,
non·prolit organ1z1ti0nt fOf speclallud tfanslt
to supplement llle UMTA 16(b)(2))

r.terdeputment Transportrtion
Coordination Committe•

Regulatiori. nwketlng. plaMing,
safety t:taining, workshops on safety
and VOlunteers, newsletUH',
recotdf!eeping

Rooently compltted a "'3052 Report on
the Status Of TrtnspoltatiOn Programs
and Services fOC' tM Elderly and
IAsabled ln Wisconsin~.

1977: State law Section 85.21 WI (tuthol'ized
DOT to fund counties to ptovSde specialized
tran~it)

STATE
WYOMING

TD SERVICES LEGISlATION
OR EXECUTIVE ORDER

None

STATE INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE
OR TASK FORCE
C0o(dlnating Committee

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
STATE-TO.LOCAL
Conferences and wOt»hop$, bus

·Roadeos·. pass.eno•r anltUflot
techniques. driver sensitivity training,

gt"ant applieltion prOCMS, ge.neral
J)C'Obltmt, maintenance, operating
seMdures, newsletter, vdnterlz.ation
kits, UMTA rules and regutations,
mattal)ement tralnlng

Sources: CtJTR's 1990 National Experiences Survey

Social Services Resureh lnltitute report of 1981,
updated In 1986 by Cout~eil of &ate Go~nments,
updated In 1988 by Carter Goble Associates, tnc.

COMMENTS
Northwest Community College runs a
bus service to pick up low i nootnt
ttudtmt. COntktoring k'lsurance
pufdtatlng pool. In Jackson, '.&«eJt
Tours', by use of a minivan, provides
the dlsadvantaged w ith tours of the

YeOowstone National Parte and other
natural ate.u p reviously k\acoeaslble.
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1990 National Experiences Survey Respondents
CALIFORNIA

ALABAMA

Mr. Paul Smith

Mr. Tom Garrison

California Department of Transportation

Transportation Planner 11

Divt~ion

Alabama Highway Department
Bureau of Urban FlaMing

of M;cs:s Tran.sportation

Planning and Full Mobility Assistance Branch
P.O. Box 942874

Mass Transit Divis.ion

Sacramento, California 94274-0<XJl

1409 Coliseum Boulevard

(916) 323-4691

Montgomeryt Alabama 36130

(205) 242-6084

Mr. Jess Moreno
California Department of T ransportation

Division of Mass Transportation

ALASKA

State Assistance Branch

Mr. Bruce Wells

P.O. Box 942874
Sacramento, California 94274-0001
(916) 322-1420

State Transit Coordinator

Alaska Department of Transportation
and Public Facili(ies
E.O.S.D.
P.O. Box Z
Juneau, Alaska 99811
(907) 465-2951

Ms. Debbie Christner
Orange County Transportation Commission
1055 N. Main Street
Suite 516
Orange County, California 92701
(714) 541-7850

ARIZONA

COLORADO
Mr. Bob Sherman
Transportation Pl.anning Division

Ms. Jean Erickson

Arirona Department of Transportation
206 S. 17th Avenue
Phoenix, Arirona 85007
(602) 542-4446

Denver Regional Council of Governments
2480 W 26th Avenue
Suite 200B
Denver, Colorado 80211-5580
(303) 455-1000

ARKANSAS

Mr. Jim Dickey
Mayflower Contract Services
30 S. Raritan
Denver, Colorado 80223
(303) 778-7008

Mr. James Newcomb
Public Transportation Specialist
State Highway and Transportation
Department
P.O. Box 2261
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203
(SOl) 225-7100

Mr. Pat McGowan
Superintendent of Transportation
Regional Transportation Divis-ion
Colorado Department of Highways
350 S. Santa Fe Drive
Denver, Colorado 80223
(303) 778-3558
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HAWAII

CONNECI'ICUT
Mr. Allen Wamester

Mr. Malcolm McLeod
Hawaii Department of Transportation
869 Punch Bowl Street
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
(808) 548-6527

.

Elderly and Handicapped Transportation
Coordinator
Connecticut Department of Transportation
24 Wolcott HiD Road
Weathersfield, Connecticut 06109-0801
(W3) 667-7329

IDAHO
DELAWARE

Ms. Marie Bishop
Grants Oflieer
Idaho Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129
(208) 334-8281

Mr. Richard Harper, Jr.
Deputy Administrator
Delaware Administration for Special
Transportation
P.O. Box 1347
Dover, Delaware 19903-1347
(302) 736-4306

Mr. Oz Reyna
Grants Officer
Idaho Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 7129
Boise, Idaho 83707-1129
(208) 334-8281

FLORIDA
Ms. JoAnn Hutchinson
Executive Director
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission
60S Suwannee Street

ILLINOIS
Mr. David Spacek

MS · 49
Tallab..o:~Mee..

Buresu Chief or Downstate Area Pr ogr:uns

Florida 3'23994$50

Dlinois Department of Transpor!ation

(904) 488-6036

Division of Public "transportation

310 s. Michigan
Room 1608
Chicago, Illinois 60604
(312) 793-2111

Mr. George A. Brown, III
Manager of Transit Systems Planning
Florida Department of Transportation
60S Suwannee Street
MS- 26
Tallahassee, FloridO 32399.()450

INDIANA

(904) 488-7774

Ms. Betsy Kachmar
Program Manager
Indiana Department of Transportation
143 Market Street
Suite 300
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204
(317) 232-1483

GEORGIA
Mr. Wayne Jackson
Georgia Department of Transportation
Bureau of Public Transportation
2 Capital Square
Annex West
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
(404) 651-9209
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IOWA

MAINE

Mr. Peter Hallock
Deputy Division Director
Iowa Department of Transportation
Air aod Transit Divi$1on
International Airport
Des Moines, lowa 503Z1
(SlS) 281-4286

Mr. Arnold Levitt
Transportation Specialist
Bureau of Transportation Services
Maine Department of Transportatioa
State House Station 16
Augusta, Maine 04333
(JUT) 289·2841

KANSAS

MARYlAND

M.\. Kathy Marion
Program Coordinator
Kansas Department of Transportation
Thatcher Building

Mr. Gary Blanchard
Cuscomu Relations
Maryland Transit Authority
300 W. Lexington Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
(301) 333-2995

217 SE 4th
Topeka, Kansas 66603
(91.3) 296-0343

Ms. Rosalyn Simon

University of Kansas Transpottation Center
20lll=rned Hall
Lawrence, Kansas 66045
(913) 864-5658

Consultant for Disabled Services
Maryland Traasit Authority
300 W. I exiagtoa Street
Baltiraore, Maryland 21201
(301) 333-2696

KENTUCKY

MASSACHUSE1TS

Ms. Vicki Bourne
Kcntuclcy Transportation Cabinet
Division of Mass Transportatioa
Public Transportation Settion
State Office Building
Frankfort, Kentuclcy 40622
(502) 564-7433

Mr. Ed Spurlark

Ms. Pat Weaver

~utiYC Office of Traosportatioa

aad

Coastruction
10 Park Pla:za, Room 3510
Bostoa, Massachusetts 0211&-3969
(617) 973-7007

MICHIGAN

LOUISIANA

Mr. Gus Uuberes
Dcpartmeatal Aaalyst
Bus Transit Division
Michigaa Department of Transportatioa

Ms. Deidre Adams

Public Transportation Administrator
Louisiana Department of Transportation
and Development
P.O. Box 94245
Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70804
(S04) 379-1436

P.O. Box 30050
I n•ia& Michigan
(517) 373-$820
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48')09

~NNESOTA

NEVADA

Mr. Dono.is McMann
Section 16(b)(2) Administrator
Minnesota Department or Transportation
Room 815 Transportation Building
Sr. Paul, Minaesota 55155
(612) 296-1612

Mr. Don Summo

Nevada Department of Transportation
1263 S. Stewart Street
Carson City, Nevada 89712
(702) 687-4219

NEW HAMPSHIRE

MISSISSIPPI
Mr. Kit Morgan
Administrator or the Bureau of Public

MJ. Shirley Wilson

Transportation

Transit Specialist
MWissippi Department of Energy and
Transportation
510 George Street, Dickson Building
Jackson, Mississippi 39202-3096
(601) 961-4733

New Hampshire Department of Tran•portation
P.O. Box 483
Concord, New Hampshire 03302
(603) 271-2564

NEW JERSEY

MISSOURI
Mr. Robert Kooka
Program Manager
NJTRANSIT
Office of Special Services
P.O. Box 10009
Newark, New Jersey 07101
(201) 643-7400

Ms. Linda Stepeooff
Transit Operations Specialist
Missouri Highway and Transportation
Department
P.O. Box 270 .
Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
(314) 751-7479

NEW MEXICO
MONTANA
Ms. Barbara Brown
Program Manager
New Mexico Highways and Transportation
Department
PubUc Transportation Programs Division
P.O. Box 1149
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87504-1149
(505) 827~10

Mr. Byron Roberts
Montana Transportation Division
Montana Department or Commerce
1424 9th
Helena, Montana 59620
(406) 444-3423

NEBRASKA

NEW YORK

Mr. Larry Brown
Ms. Judith Kuba
New York Department of Transportation
Bwlding 4, Room 150
State Office Campus
Albany, New York 12232
(518) 457-2100

Nebraska Department of Roads
1500 Nebraska Highway 2
P.O. Box 94759
Uncoln, Nebraska 68509-4759
(402) 479-4694
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Mr. Virgil Finley
Oklahoma Departme nt of Transport ation
Special Unit on Aging
P.O. Box 25352
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125

NEW YORK (cont.)
Mr. Dale Meyen
New York Departme nt of Tramportalion
Building 4. Room 134
State Office Campus

(41Js) 521·2281

Albany, Now York 1223Z
(518) 457-8343

OREGON

NORTII CAROLINA

Mr. SteYC Fosdick
Oregon Public Transit DM.ion
Oregon Departme nt of Transport ation
131 Transportation Building
Salem, Oregon 97310

Mr. Bob Orabarek
Project Manager

Public Transportation Ojvision
North Caroll.oa Departme nt of Transport ation
P.O. Box 25201
Raleigh, North Carolina 27611

(503) 378-8201

PENNSYLVANIA

(919) 733-4713

M&. PhyUi• Emlet
Peon.•ylvania Departme nt of Tramport ation
Bureau of Public Transport ation
1215 Transport ation and Safety Building
Harrisbura , PcllllS)'IvaMt 17120

NORTH DAKOTA
Mr. Bill Weimer
Planning Division
North Dakota Departme nt of Transport ation
608 E. Boulevard
Bismarck, North Dakota 58505·0700

(717) 787·7S40

RHODE ISLAND

(701} 224-2194

Ms. Sarah Amaral
Rhode Island Departme nt of Transport ation
2 Capital Hill
Route 372
Providenc e, Rhode Island 02903

OHIO
Mr. Seth Bu4ge
Bureau of Transit Assistance
Ohio Departme nt of Transport ation
2S S. Front Street,.Ro om 716
Columbus , Ohio 43215

(401) 277-2694

SOUTH CAROLINA

(614) 466-8969

Ms. Patricia Mizell

Paratraosit Coordinator

OKLAHOMA

Public Transport ation Division
South Carolina Departme nt of Highways
and Public Transport ation
P.O. Box 191
Columbia, South Carolina 29202
(803) 737-1280

Mr. Ken Mitchell
Oldahoma Departme nt of Transport ation
Special Unit on Aging
P.O. Box 2!1352
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73125
(405) 521-2281
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SOUTII DAKOTA

VIRGINIA

Mr. Willis McLaugb.lin
South Dakota Department of Transportation
Loeal Government Assistance
700 Broadway Avenue East
Pierre, South Dakota 57501

Mr. Chip Badger

(605) 173-3137

Virgi.ola Department of Transportation
Rail and Public Transit Division
1401 E. Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(804) 225-3930

TENNESSEE

WASHINGTON

Ms. Jean Lyon

Mr. Tom Hanson
Transit Branch Manager
Washington Department of Transportation
Transportation Building
Olympia, Washington 98504
(206) 5&6-2400

Tennessee Commission on Aging
Nashville, TenneMee 37243-0860
(615) 741-2056

TEXAS
Ms. Gayle Walker
Contract Specialist
Puqlic Transportation Division
Department of Highways and Public
Transportation
lllh and Brazos
A..,.in, TelOIS 78701-2483
(512) 483-3654

WEST VIRGINIA

UTAH

WISCONSIN

Mr. 1Awell Elmer

Program Manager
Utah Department of Tr....,portacion
4SOI South ZlOO West
Salt Lake City, Utah 84U9
(801) 965-4141

Ms. Beth Traotscb
Program Manager
WiscotUitl Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 791.4
Madison, WiscotUitl 53707
(608) 266-0560

VERMONT

WYOMING

Mr. Scott Bascom
Vermont AgeDcy of TTan5portation

Ms. Sandi McGrew
Statewide Planning
Wyomi.og Highway Departmeat
P.O. Box 1708
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002-9019
(307) m-4181

Ms. Toni Boyd
West Virginia Public Transportation Section
Building S, Room A 1040
Capital Complex
Charle$1on, West Virginia 2S30S

(304) 348-0428

Public Transit Operations
133 State Sire&
State AdmiDistration Building
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 828-28:28
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Official Planning Agencies and
Community Transportation Coordinators for Each County
as of September 30, 1990
COUNT¥

Official Plannina Agency

Community Transportation Coordinator "

Alachua
Baker
Bay
Bradford
Brevard
Broward
calhoun
Charlotte
Citrus
Clay
Collier

Gainesville Area MPO
Northeast Florida RPC
Panama City Area MPO
North Central Florida RPC
Brevard County MPO
Broward County MPO
Apalachee RPC
Charlotte County BOCC
Citrus County BOCC
Northeast Florida RPC
Naples Area MPO

Columbia
Dade
DeSoto
Dixie
Duval

North Central Florida RPC
Miami Area MPO
Central Florida RPC
North Central Florida RPC
Jacksonville Area MPO
Pensacola Area MPO
Northeast Aorida RPC
Apalachee RPC
Apalachee RPC
North Central Florida RPC
Southwest Aorida RPC
Apalachee RPC
North Central Florida RPC
Central Florida RPC
Southwest Aorida RPC
Hernando County BOCC
Central Florida RPC
Tampa Area MPO
West Florida RPC
Indian River BOCC
Apalachee RPC
Apalachee RPC
North Central Florida RPC
Lake County BOCC
Lee County MPO
Tallahassee-Leon County MPO
Levy County BOCC
Apalachee RPC
North Central Florida RPC
Sarasota/Manatee County MPO
Ocala-Marion County MPO
Martin County BOCC
City of Key West
Northeast Florida RPC

Coordinated Transportation System ••
Baker County COA
Bay County COA
Coordinated Transportation System ••
Space Coast Area Transit
Broward County Mass Transit Division
calhoun County COA
Charlotte County Social Services
Citrus County Human Services
Clay County COA
Training and Educational Center
for the Handicapped, Inc.
Suwannee VaUey Transit Authority
Metro Dade Transportation Administration
Central Florida RPC
Tri-County Council for Senior Citiuns

Escambia
Aagler
Franklin
Gadsden
Gilchrist
Glades
Gulf
Hamilton
Hardee
Hendry
Hernando
11IghiBDds
Hillsborough
Holmes
Indian River
Jackson
Jefferson
Lafayette
Lake
Lee
Leon
Levy

Liberty
.Madison
Manatee
Marion
Martin
Monroe
Nassau

~...;..

CV'r-- ~

Comsis Corporation
Flagler County COA and Community Services, Inc.
C.i{OOI'\ ',. -,-lt~tJJflt'l'iA'TitN
Big Bend Transit, Inc.
Tri-Coun~.Council for Senior Citizens
$~.....,; +.£....;4 ~fe-

C-UI-F Afl t..
Suwannee Valley Transit Authority
Central Florida ~PC_1
~ n*. ..,.A ':1-.......,.._ (j{ r~
· Mid-Florida Community Services, Inc.
Central Florida RPC
Hillsborough County Social Services
Tri-County Community Council
Indian River County COA
Jackson County Transportation
Big Bend Transit, Inc.
SREC Lafayette County
Lake-Sumter Community Mental Health
Goodwill Industries,.

c.t;

.J (

AJL.- ~

Tri-C'ounty Council for Senior Citizens
Liberty County Transit
Big Bend Transit, Inc.
Manatee County Transit System
Marion County Senior Services
COA of Martin County
Monroe County LPO
Nassau County COA
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COUNTY

Official flapping AKency

CommuniiY Transpoflation Coordiutor •

Okaloooa
Okeechobee
Orange
Osceola
Paltn Beach
Pasco
Pinellas
PoUc
Putnam
St. Johns
St. Lucie
Santa Rosa
Sarasota
Seminole

Ft. Walton Area MPO
Central Florida RPC
Orlando Area MPO
Orlando Area MPO
West Palm Beach Area MPO
West Pasco MPO
Pinellas County MPO
Lakeland/Winter Haven Area MPO
Northeast Florida RPC
Northeast Florida RPC
Ft. Pierce Area MPO
Pensacola Area MPO
Sarasota/Manatee County MPO
Orlando Area MPO

Okaloosa County COA
Okeechobee County COA
Mears T ransportation Group
Mears Transportation Group
West Paltn Beach Area MPO
Pasco County Star Transportation
Pinellas County MPO
Lakeland/Winter Haven Area MPO
ARC Transit
St. Johns County COA
St. Lucie BOCC
Santa Rosa County COA
Senior Friendship Centers
Mears Transportation Group
Sumter County ARC
Suwannee Valley Transit Authority
Big Bend Transi~ Inc.
A & A Transport
United Systems Transportation
Wakulla County Senior Citizens
Tri-County Community Council
Tri-County Community Council

Sumter

Suwannee
Taylor
Union

Volusia
Wakulla
Walton
Washington

North Central Florida RPC
North Central Florida RPC
North Central Florida RPC
Volusia Coastal Area MPO
Apalachee RPC
Ft. Walton Area MPO
West Florida RPC

• If the CTC has not been officially designated,
the current coordinated community transportation provider is listed .
•• The crcs in Alachua and Bradford arc Dot tbe same organization.
ARC
BOCC
COA
LPO
MPO
RPC
SREC

Association of Retarded Citizens
Board of County Commissioners
Council on Aging
Local Planning Organivttion
Metropolitan Planning Organization
Regional Planning Council

Suwannee River Economic Council
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CHAPTER 427
SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION AND COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
PART I TRANSPORTATION SERVICES (ss. 4Z7.0ll-417.017)
427.011
427.012

427.Gl3
427.0135
427.015
427.0155
427.0157
427.0158
427.0159
427.016
427.017

Ocfmitions.
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission.
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission; purpose and responsibilities.
Member deparlmenls; duties and responsibilities.
Function of the melropolitan planning organization or designated official planning agency in
coordinating transportation for the transportation disadvantaged.
Community transportation coordinators; powers and duties.
Coordinating boards; powers and duties.
School bus and public transportation
Transportation Disadvantaged Trli$1 Fund
Expenditure of local government, state, and federal funds for the transportation disadvantaged.
Conflicts with federal laws or regulations.

427.011 Definitions.- For the purposes of ss. 427.011·427.017:
(1) "Transportation disadvantaged" means those persons who because of physical or mental disability, income

statue. or age or who for other reasons are unable to transport themselves or to purchase transportation and arc,
therefore, dependent upon others to obtain access to health care, employment, education, shopping, social
activities, or other life-sustaining activities, or children who are handicapped or high-risk or at·risk as defined
in s. 4 11.202.
(2) "Metropolitan planning organization" means the organization responsible for carrying out transportation
planning and programming in acoordanee with the provisions of 23 U.S.C. s. 134, as provided in 23 U.S.C. s.
104(f)(3).
(3) "Agency" means an official, officer, commission, authority, council, committee, department, division, bureau,
board, section, or any other unit or entity of the state or of a city, town, municipality, county, or other local
governing body or a private nonprofit transportation service-providing agency.
(4) "Transportation improvement program" means a staged multiyear program of transportation improvements,
including an annual element, which is developed by a metropolitan planning organization or designated official
planning official planning agency.

(5) "Community Transportation Coordinator" means transportation entity recommended by a metropolitan
planning organization, or by the appropriate designated olfiCial planning agency as provided for in ss. 427.011·
427.017 in an area outside the purview of a metropolitan pLanning organization, to ensure tbat coordinated
transportation services are provided to the transportation disadvantaged population in a designed service area.

(6) "Transportation operator" meaDS oae or more public, private for-profit or private nonprofit entities eugagcd
by the community transportation coordinator to provide service to transportation disadvantaged persons pursuant
to a coordinated system service plan.
(7) "Coordinating board" means an entity in each designated service area ·composed of representatives
appointed by the metropolitan planning organi2ation or designated official planning agency, to provide assistance

to the community transportation coordinator relative to the coordination of transportation services.
(8) ••Member department" means a department whose head is a member of the commission.
(9) "Paratransit" means thooe elements of public transit which provide service between specific origins and
destinations selected by the individual user with such service being provided at a time that is agreed upon by the

user and provider of the service. Paratransit service is provided by taxis, limousines, "dial-a-ride,• buses. and
other demand-responsive operations that are characterized by their nonscheduled, nonfiXed route nature.
(10) ''Transportation Disadvantaged funds" means any local government, state, or available federal funds that
arc for the transportation of the transportation disadvantaged. Such funds may include, but are not limited to,
funds for planning, administration, operation, procurement, and maintenance of vehicles or equipment and capital
investments. Transportation disadvantaged funds do not include funds for the transportation of children to public
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schools.

(11) "Coordination' means the arrangement for (he provision of transportation services to the transportation
disadvantaged in a manner that is costooC;ffectivc, efficient, and reduoes fragmentation and duplication of services..
(12) 'Annual budget estimate' means a budget estimate of funding resources available for providing
transporlation services to the transportation disadvantaged, and which is prepared annually to oover a period of
one state fiscal year.
Htsto!')\-s.r. 1,9, ch. 79-180; s. 4; ch. ~414; ss. 1, 3, ch. 84-56; ss. 1, 14; ch. 89-376; ss. 1, ell. 91).]36.
427.0ll Transportation Disadvantaged Commissioo.- There is created a Transportation Disadvantaged
Commission in the Department of Transportation.
(1) The oommission shall oonsist of the following members:
(a) The seaetary of the Department of Transportation or his designee.
(b) The secretary of the Department of Heal.th and Rehabilitative Services or his designee.
(e) The Commissioner of Education or his designee.
(d) The secretary of the Department of Labor and Employment Security or his designee.
(e) The executive director of the Department of Veterans' Affairs or his designee..
(I) The president of the Florida Association for Communi[)' Action, who shall serve at the pleasure of that
association.
(g) A person over the age of 60 who is a member of a reoognized statewide organization representing elderly
Floridians. Such person shall be appointed by the Governor to represent elderly Floridians, and shall be
appointed to serve a term of 4 years.
(b) A handicapped person who is a member of a reoognited statewide organization representing handicapped
Floridians. Such person shall be appointed by the Governor to represent handicapped Floridians, and shall be
appointed to serve a term of 4 years.
(i) Two citizen advocate representatives who shall be appointed by the Governor for a term of 4 years, one
representing rural citizens and one representing urban citizens.
G) A representative of the oommunity transporlation ooordinators. Such person shall be appointed by the
Governor to represent all community transportation coordinators and sball be appointed to serve a term of 4
years.
(2) The chairperson and vice-chairPerson of the oommission shall be elec:ted annually from the membership
of-the commission.
(3) Members of the oommission shall serve without compensation, but shall be allowed per diem and traveling
expenses, as provided in s. 112.061.
(4} The oommission shall meet at least quarterly, or more frequently at the catl of tbe chairPerson. Seven
members of the commission constitute a quorum, and a majority vote of the members present is necessary for
any action taken by the oommission.
(S) The Governor may remove any member of the commission for cause.
(6) The commission shall appoint an executive direc:tor, who shall serve onder the direction, supervision, and
control of the oommission. The executive director, with the oonsent of the commission, shall employ such
pcrSOMel as may be necessary to perform adequately the functions of the commission, within budgetary
limitations. AU employees of the commi.s.sion are exempt from the Career Service System.
(7) The oommission is assigned to the office of the secretary of the Department of Transportation for
administrative and fiscal accountability purposes. but it shall otherwise function independent of tbe control,
supervision, aod direction of the department.
(8) The commission shall develop a budget pursuant to chapter 216. The budget is not subject to change by
the department staff after it has been approved by the commission, but it shall be transmitted to t.be Governor,
as head of the department, along with the budget of the department.
Histo!'}\-SS. 2, 8, 9, eh. 79-180; s. .5, ch. 80-414; s. 73, ch. 81-167; s. 76, ch. 83·55; ss. 2, 3, ch. 84-56; ss. 2, 14;
cit. 89-376.

427.013 Transportation Dlsadvaotaged Commission; purpose and responsibilities.·· The pufPOOe of the
oommission is to· acoomplisb the coordination of transportation services provided to the transportation
disadvantaged. In carrying out this purpose, the commission shall:
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(1) Compile all available infonnation on the transportation operations for and needs of the transportation
disadvantaged in tbe state.
(2) Establish statewide objectives for providing transportation services for the transportation disadvantaged.
(3) Develop policies and proocdures for the coordination of local government, federal, and stale funding for
the tr·ansportation disadvantaged.
(4) Identify barriers prolubiting the coordination and accessibility of transportation services to the
transportation disadvantaged and aggressively pursue the elimination of these barriers.
(5) Serve as a clearinghouse for information about transportation disadvantaged services, funding sources,

innovations, and coordination efforts.
(6) Assist communities in dcvdoping transportation systems designed to serve the transportation
disadvantaged.
(7) Assure that all procedures, guidelines, and directives issued by member departments are conducive to the
coordination of transportation services.
(8) Develop standards covering coordination, operation, costs, and utilization of transportation disadvantaged
services.
(9) Develop and monitor rules and procedures to implement the provisions of ss. 4Z7.001-427.017.
(10) Approve the appointment of all community transportation coordinators.
(11) Have the authority to apply for and accept funds, grants, gifts, and services from the Federal Government,
stale government, local governments, or private funding sources. Applications by the commission for local
government funds shall be coordinated through the appropriate coordinating board. Funds acquired or accepted
under this subsection shall be administered by the commission and shall be used to carry out the commission's

responsibilities.
(12) Make an annual report to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of the House of
Representatives by March 1 of each year.
(13) Consolidate the annual budget estimate.' of each member department and issue a report.
(14) Prepare a statewide S·year transportation disadvantaged plan which addresses the transportation problems
and needs of the transportation disadvantaged, which is fully coordinated with local transit plans, compatible with
local government comprehensive plans, and which ensures that the most cost-effective and efficient method of
providing transportation to the disadvantaged is programmed for development.
(15) Review and approve memorandums of agreement for the provisions of coordinated transportation
services.
(16) Review, monitor, and coordinate all transportation disadvantaged local government, state, and federal
funds requests and plans for cooformance with commission policy, without delaying the application process. Such
funds shall be available only to those entities participating in an approved coordinated transportation system or
entities which have received a commission approved waiver to obtain all or part of their transportation through
another means. This process shall identify procedures for coordinating with the state's intergovernmental
coordination and review procedures and s. 216.212(1) and any other appropriate grant review process.
(17) Develop an lnteragency Uniform Contracting and Billing and Accounting system that shall be used by
all community transportation coordinators and their transportation ope-rators.
(18) Develop and maintain an interagency transportation disadvantaged manual.
(19) Design and develop interagency transportation disadvantaged training programs.
(20) Coordinate all transportation disadvantaged programs with appropriate state, local, and federal agencies,
and public transit agencies to ensure compatibility with existing transportation systems.
(21) Designate the official planning agency in areas outside of the purview of a metropolitan planning
organization.
Hlstorv.-ss.3, 9, ch. 79-JIJ(); s. 6, ch. 8().414; s. 274, ch. 81·259; ss. I, 3, ch. 84-56; ss. 3, 14, ch. 89·376.

427.0135 Member Departments; dulles 8Jld responsibilities.··
(1) Each member department, in earrying out the policies and procedures of the commission, shall:
(a) Assist communities in developing coordinated transportation systems designed to serve the transportation
disadvantaged.
(b) Assure that its rules, procedures, guidelines, and directives are conducive to the coordination of
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transportation funds ud services for the transportation disadvantaged.
(c) Provide technical assistance, as needed, to uansportalion operalors or participating agencies.
(2) The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall assign at least one full·time position to each
of its dislricts and to the central office. The positions shall be responsible for the coordination of all
transportation disadvantaged activities in the district or central office.
Hlsm-ss. 4, 14, ch. 89-376.

427.015 Function or the metropolitan planning organization or designated official plaonlng agency In
coordinatlng tnu>sportatloa ror the tnu>sportallon dlsadvaa~aged.··
(1) In developing the transportation improvement program, each metropolitan planning organization or
designaled official planning ~ncy in this state shall include a realistic estimate of the cost and revenue tbal will
be derived from uansportation disadvantaged services in its area. The transportation improvement program shall
also identify uansportation improvements that will be advanced with such funds during the program period.
Funds required by this subsection to be included in the transportation improvement program shall only be
included after C011Sultation with aU affected agcocies and shall only be expended if such fllnds are included in
the transportation improveme.Jlt program.
(2) Each metropolitan planning organiuotion or designated official planning agency shall recommend to the
commission a single co01munity transportation coordinator. The coordinator may provide all or a portion of
needed transportation services for the tr.lnSportation disadvantaged but shall be responsible for the provision of
those coordinated services. The coordinator may subcontract or broker those services that are more cost·
effectively and c:fficientl_y provided by subcontracting or brokering. The performance of the coordinator shall
be evaluated by the coordinating board at least annually. A copy of the evaluation shall be subm~ted to the
metropolitan plaoning orgatW.arioo or the dC$ignated officiaJ planning agency, and the commission. The
recommendation of any community transponation coordinator sbalJ be approved by the commission.
Hlstorr.-ss. 6, 9, ch. 79-180; ss. 1, 3, ch. 114-56; ss. 5, 14, ch. lJ9.376.
427.0155

CommuoJty Transportation Coordinators;

powers and dutlt$.-- Community transportation

coordinators shall have the following powers and duties:
(1) Develop, implement, and monitor an approved coordinated community transportation disadvantaged service
plan.
(2) Execute uniform contracts for service.
(3) Collect annual operaling data for submittal to the commission.
(4) Review all transportation operator contracts annually.
(5) Approve and coordinate the utili1.ation of school bus and pubtic transportation services in accordance with
the transportation disadvantaged service plan.
·
(6) 1n cooperation with a functioning coordinating board, review all applieations for local government, federal,
and state transportation disadvantaged funds, and develop cost-effective coordination slralegies.
(7) In cooperation with the coordinating board, develop and negotiate a memorandum of agreement outlining
the coordinated community service plan for subntittal to the commission.
(8) Have full responsibility for the delivery of transportation services for the transportation disadvantaged as
outlined in s. 427.015(2).
Historr.-ss. 6, 14, ch. 89-376
427.0157 Coordinating boards; powtrS and duties.- The purpose of each coordinating board is to develop
local service needs and ro provide informatio~ advice, and direction to the community transportation
coordinators on the coordination of services to be provided to the transportation disadvantaged. The commission
shall, by rule, establish the membership of coordinating boards. The members of each board shall be appointed
by the metropolitan planning organization or designated official planning agency. The appointing authority shall
provide each board with sufficient staff support and resources to enable the board to fulfill its responsibilities
under this section. Each board shall meet at least quarterly and shall:
(1) Review and approve the coordinated community transportation disad"llntaged service plan, including the
memorandum of agreement, prior to submittal to the commission;
(2) Eva!Uale services provided in meeting the approved plan;
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(3) In cooperation wich the community transportation coordinator. review and provide recommendations to
tbe commission on funding applications affecting the transportation disadvantaged;
(4) Review the coordiDation strategies of service provision to the transportation disadvantaged in the
desi8118ted service area; and
(5) Evaluate multicounty or regional transportation opportunities.
Hlstory.-ss. 7, 14; ch. 89-376.

427.0158 School bus and public transporta!ioa.-·
(1) The c:ommunity transportation coordinator sball maximim the use of put>lie school transportation and
public fixed route or fixed schedule transit service for the transportation of the transportation disadvantaged.
(2) The school boards sball cooperate in the utilization of their vehicles to enhance coordinated disad\'llntaged
transportation by providing the infomtation as required by this section and by allowing the usc-of their vehicles
at actual cost upon request when those vehicles are available for such use and are not transporting students.
SemiiiMually, no later than October 1 and April 30, a designee from the local school board shall provide the
community transportation coordinator with copies to the coordinated transportation board, the following
information for vehicles not scheduled 100 percent of the time for student transportation use:
(a) The number and type of vehicles by adult capacity, including days and times, that the vehicles are available
for coordinated transportation disadvantaged services;
(b) The actual coot per mile by vehicle type available;
(c) The actual driver cost per hour;
(d) Additional actual coot associated with vehicle use outside the established workday or workweek of the
entity; and
(e) Notification of lead time required for vehicle use.
(3) The public transit fiXed route or fiXed schedule system shall cooperate in the utilization of its regular
service to enhance coordinated transportation disadvantAged services by providing"the information as required
by this section. Annually, no later than October 1, a designee from the local public transit ftxed route or ftxed
schedule system shall provide the community !fansportation coordinator, with copies to the coordinated
transportation board, the following information:
(a) A copy of all current schedules, route maps, system map, and fare structure;
(b) A copy of the current charter policy;
(c) A copy of the current charter rates and hours requirements; and
(d) Required notification time to arrange for a charter.
Hjston-ss. 8, 14, ch. 89-376.
427.0159 Transportatloo Disadvantaged Trust Fund.-(1) There is established in the State Treasury the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund to be administered
by the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission. All fees collected for the transportation disadvantaged
program under s. 320.03(9) shall be deposited in the trust fund.
(2) Funds deposited in ihe trust fund shall be appropriated by the Legislature to the commission and shall be
used to carry out the responsibilities of the commission and to fund the administrative eo<peoses of the

commission.
(3) Funds deposited in tbe trust fund may be used by the commission to subsi<fim a portion of a transportation
disadvantaged person's transportation costs which is not sponsored by an agency, only if a cash or in-kind match
is required.
Hjswy.-ss. 9, 14, ch. 89-376.

427.016 Expenditure or local government, state, and fedenl runds for the transportation disadvantAged.-Ailtransportation disadvantAged funds shall be eo<pended to purchase transportation services from public, private,
or private non-profit transportation operators, unless otherwise prohibited by law. However, in areas where
transportation suited to the unique needs of a transportation disadvantaged person cannot be purchased, the
service may be provided <firecUy by the appropriate agency.

History.-ss. 5, 9, ell. 79-IIJ(); ss. 1, 3, ch. 84-56; ss. 10, 14; ch. 89-376.
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427.017 Coonlcts with federal laws or regulatioos. Upon nocification by an agency of the Federal Government
that any provision of this act eollllicts with federal law$ or regulations, the state or local agencies involved may
take any reasonable steps necessary to assure continued federal funding. Further, it is the legislative intent that
the conllict shall not affect other provisions or applications of this act that can effectively be implemented without
implementation of the provision in question, and to this end, the provisions of this act are declared severable.
HistQO'.-SS. 7, 9, ch. 79-180; ss. 1, 3, ch. 84-56; s. 14, ch. 89-376.
Note.·· Chapter 427 (ss. 427.011·427.017) isrepealed effective October 1,1999, bys. 14, cb.89-376, and scheduled
for review pursuant to s. 11.611.
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CHAPTER 41·2

TRANSPORTATION DiSADVANTAGED COMMISSION
41-2.001

41-2.002
41-2.003

41-2.004
41-2.005
41-2.006
41-2.007
41-2.008
41·2.009
41-2.010
41-2.011
41-2.012
41-2.013
41-2.014
41-2.015
41-2.016
41-2.017

Purpose.
Definitions.
Commission Organization and Personnel.
Notice and Frequency of Commission Meetings.
Member Department Responsibilities.
Insurance and Safety Requirements.
Reporting Requirements.
Memorandum of Agreement.
Designated Official Planniog Agency.
Selection of CommUnity TTansportation Coordinator.
Community Transportation Coordinator Powers and Duties.
Coordinating Board Structure and Duties.
Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund.
Grants Program.
Expenditure of Loeal Government, State, and Federal Funds
for the TTansportation Disadvantaged.
Accessibility.
Complete Phase-In Date.

41-2.001 Purpose. The purpose of this rule chapter is to implement the provisions of Chapter 41:1,
Florida Statutes, whieh establishes the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission with the assigned responsibility
to accomplish the coordination of transportation services provided to the transportation disadvantaged through
the Florida Coordinated Transit System (FCTS).

Specific Autlwrily 4Z7.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 120.53(1), 427.011 - 427.017 FS. Histo!J·New 5-2-90.
41-Z.OOl Definitions. For purposes of this rule ehapter, the following definitions will apply:

(1) "Agency'" means an official, officer, commission, authority, counci1, committee, department, division,
bureau, board, section, or any other unit or entity of the state or of a city, town, municipality, county, or other
local governing body or a private nonprofit entity providing transportation services as aU or part of its eharter.
(2) "Annual Budget Estimate• means a budget estimate of funding resources available for providing
transportation services to the transportation disadvantaged, and whieh is prepared annually to cover a period of
one state fiscal year.
(3) ·commission" means the Transportation Disadvantaged Com.mission as authorized in Section 41:1.013,
Florida Statutes.
.
(4) "Community Transportation Coordinator (CTC)" means a transportation entity recommended by a
Metropolitan Planning Organization, or by the appropriate designated official planning agency as provided for
in Section 41:1.015(1), Florida Statutes, in an area outside the purview of a Metropolitan Planning Organization
and approved by the Commission, to ensure that coordinated transportation services are provided to serve the
transportation disadvantaged population in a designated service area.
(5) "Coordinated Community Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan" means a three-year plan
outlining aU the transportation services being provided under the current Memorandum of Agreement Standard
Contract, needed in the next Memorandum of Agreement Standard Contract period, and for the first planning
)'ear for lhe transportation disadvantaged in a desigoated service area.
(6) "Coordinating Board" means au entity in each designated service area composed of representatives
appointed by the Metropolitan Planning Organization or designated official planning agency, to provide assistance
to the community transportation coordinator relative to the coordination of transportation services.
(1) "Coordination" means the arrangement for the provision of transportation services to the
transportation disadvantaged in a manner that is cost effecti~ efficient. and reduces fragmentation and
duplication of services.
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(8) "Designated Official Planning Agency" means the official body or agency designated by the
Commission to fulfill the functions of transportation disadvantaged planning in areas not covered by a
Metropolitan Planning Organization. The Metropolitan Planning Organization shall sOJve as tbe designated
official planning agency in areas covered by such organizations.
(9) 'Designated Service Area' means a geographical area, recommended by a designated official planning
agency, subject to approval by the Commission, which de fanes the community where coordinated transportation
services will be provided to the transportation disadvantaged.
(10) 'J..ocal Govel'lllllent' means an elected andfor appointed public body existing to coordinate, govern,
plan, fund and administer public services within a designated, limited geographic area within the state.
(11) '"Local Government Comprehensive Plan"' means a plan that meets the requirement& of Sections
163.3177 and 163.3178, Florida Statutes.
(12) "Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO)' means the organization responsible for carrying out
transportation planning and programming in accordance with the provisions of23 U.S.C. Section 134, as provided
in 23 U.S.C. Section 104(1)(3).
(13) "Paratransit' means those elemenJs of public transit which provide services between specific origins
and destioatioos selected by the individual user with such service being provided at a time that is agreed upon
between the user and the provider of the service. Paratransit services are provided by taxis, limousines, 'dial-aride' buses, and other demand-responsive operatioos that are characterized by their nonscheduled, nonfixed route

nature.
(14) "Public Transit' means the transporting of people by conveyances or systems of conveyances,
traveling on land or water, local or regional in nature, and available for use by the public. Public transit systems
may be governmentally or privately owned. Public transit specifically includes those forms of transportation

commonly known as "paratransic."
(15) 'Regiooal Planning Council (RPC)' means the organization created under the provisions of Section
186.504, Florida Statutes, in each comprehensive planning district of Florida to assist local governments to resolve
common probleou, accomplish area wide comprehensive and functional planning and provide a regional focus
in regard to programs undertaken on an area-wide basis.
(16) "Transportation Disadvantaged (TD)" means tbooe persons who because of physical or mental
disability, income status, or age or who for other reasons arc unable to transport themselves or to purchase
transportation and are, therefore, dependent upon others to obtain access to health care, employment, education,

shopping, social activities. or other lile~sustaining activities.
(17) "Transportation Disadvantaged Funds" means any local government, state or federal £unds that are
available/eligible for the transportation of the transportation disadvantaged. Such funds may include, but are
not limited to, funds for planning, administration, operation, procuremen~ maintenance of vehicles or equipment,
and capital investments. Transportation disadvantaged funds do not include funds for the transportation of
children to public schools.
(18) "Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)" means a staged multi-year program of transportation
improvements, including an annual element, which will be developed by a Metropolitan Planning Organization
or designated official planning agency.
(19) "Transportation Operator" means one or more public, private for profit or private nonprofit entities
engaged by the community transportlltion coordinator to provide service to transportation disadvantaged persons
pursuant to a coordinated system service plan.
(20) "Trust Fund" means the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund authorized in Section 427.0159,
Florida Statutes, and administered by the Commission.

(21) "Nonsponsored Transportation Disadvantaged PeT'$on" means. an individual who meets the defUlition
of transportation disadvantaged but who is not subsidized for transportation fmancial assis'tance for specific trips.
(22) 'Florida Coordinated Transit System" (FCTS) means a transportation system responsible for
coordination and service provisions for the transportation disadvantaged as outlined in Chapter 4rT, Florida
Statutes.
(23) 'Nonsponsored Trip' means a trip for a transportation disadvantaged individual which is not
subsidized in part or in whole by any funding source.
Specific Authorily 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 4:0.011 • 427.017 FS. History-New 5-2-90.
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41·2.003 CommlsslOD Organization and Penonnel.
(1) The Chairperson and Vi.,.,.Cbairperson of the Commission shall be elected annually from the
membership of the Commissioo.
(2) The Commission shall appoint ao Executive Director, who shall serve uoder the direction,
supervisiou, and controJ of the Commission. The Executive Director, with the consent of the Commission, shall
employ such persoonel as may be oecessary to perform adequately the functions of the Commissioo and operate
within approved budget limitations. The Commission will mooitor the duties of the Exccutive Director and shall,
from time to time, a.ssigo or ameod duties as necessary. Annual evaluations of the Executive Director, will be
performed by a standing personae! committee of the Commission. Evaluations and other personae! actions
relating to the staff of the Commission, excluding the Executive Director, shall be delegated to the Executive
Director with input, as needed, by the Commission.
(3) The Commission will develop and update such by-laws, poticies or proeedures as necessary to carry
out its respoosibilities.
(4) All forms designated in this rule chapter are attainable from the Commission at its office located
at 605 Suwannee Street, M.S. 49, Tallahassee, Aorida 32399-0450.
Specific Authority 4:!7.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.012 FS. History-New 5-2-90.
41·2.004 Notice and Frequency of Commissloo Meetinga.
(1) Except in the case of emergency, the Commission shall give at least ten ealendar days public notice
of any meeting at which poticy-making decisions are to be made. The notice shall be published in the Aorida
Administrative Weekly, and provide:
(a) The date, time, place of the event, the address and phone numbe~ at which interested persons may
write or call to obtain a copy of the agenda or available materials.
(b) Commissioo members or others desiring placemeot of ageoda items for each meeling shall provide
same to the Exe<:Utivc Director three weeks prior to said meeting. The Chairperson shall have the authority to
coordinate and approve agenda items and, upon a majority vote of the Commission, amend the agcoda at the
beginning of each meeting. Howcvcrt except for emergency situations, such amended items shall be for
discussion only with no official action to be taken until the next advertised meeting.
(2) An emergeocy meetiog or agenda ite~t~ is a mwing or issue that requires Commission action
because of an immineot detriment or threat to the program or to the health, safety and welfare of the State's
traosportalioo disadvantaged citizens.
(3) The Commission shall meet at least quarterly, or more frequently at the eaJJ of the Chairperson.
Seven mcmbc.rs of the Commit;Sion constitute a quorum. and a majority vote of the members present is necessary
for any official action taken by the Commission. Commission members who are agency heads and desire to
appoint a designee, must provide written documentation of this actioo. Such designee shall have voting authority
in the abseoce of the appointed Commission member but cannot serve as an elected officer of the Commission.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law lmplememed 120.53(1), 427.012(4) FS. History-New 5-2·90.
41-1.005 Member Department Respooslbllltles
(1) Each member department shall develop, monitor and amend, as appropriate, a plan that assures
each member departmeot is carrying out the provisions of Section 427.0135, Aorida Statutes. The plan shalll!e
submitted to the Commission annually by January 1 each year. Any amendments to the plan shall be submilled
to the Commission within six months of the effective date of the member department rule or policy change.
(2) Each member department or agency purchasing transportation services through the Commnni!Y
Traosportation Coordinator shall utilize a Commission approved uniform Memorandum of Agreement Standard
Contract, of January 10, 1990, for all transportation disadvantaged services.
(3) Each member department shall develop annually, as part of the plan submitted to the Commission,
a vehicle inveotory and utilization plan for those vehicles purchased with transportation disadvantaged funds.
(4) No member departmeot may be selected as Community Transportation Coordinator or
Transportation Operator.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.0135 FS. History-New 5·2-90.
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41·2.006 lnsunuu:e and Safety Requirements.
(I) Each agency which funds or purchases transportation services from olher than the Coordinator shall
ensure that the operators used are in compliance with the minimum liability insurance requirements of $100,000
per person and $200,000 per incident, which are comparable to 768.28(5), Florida Statutes, 1imits, required by
the Commission for all purchased transportation services for the transportation disadvautaged and that the
insurance is in force at all times and that all such transportation operators indemnify and hold harmless the
agency/entity, Local, State and federal governments, their entities, departments, and Coordinator and the
Commission from any liabilities arising out of or due to an accident or negligence on the part of the
transportation operator.
(2) The Community Transportation Coordinator, shall ensure compliance with the minimum liability
insurance requirement of $100,000 per person and $200,000 per incident, which are comparable to 768.28(5),
Florida Statutes,lilllits, for aU transportation services purchased or provided for the transportation disadvantaged.
The Community Transportation Coordinator will indemnify and hold harmless the Local, State, and Federal
governments and their entities, departments, and the Commission from any liabilities arising out of or due to
an accident or negligence on the part of the Community Transportation Coordinator and the Tran.<portation
Operator under contract to them. Any liability insurance coverage in exces.< of $1 Million per incident must he
approved by !he Commission before it is included in a Memorandum of Agreement. Documentation from the
Coordinator must fully justify the need for the additional insurance coverage. The justification will identify the
reasons for the additional coverage, the incremental cost of the additional coverage on each unit of transportation
service and the estimated additional annual cost to each contracting agency/entity.
(3) Each Community Transportation Coordinator and any Transportation Operators from whom service
is purchased wilh local government, state or federal transportation disadvantaged funds, shall ensure that their
operations and services are in compliance with the safety requirements as specified in Section .341.061, Florida
Statutes, and rules thereunder.
(4) Each Community Transportation Coordinator and any Transportation Operators from whom service
is pwchased or funded by local governmen~ state or federal transportation disadvantaged funds shall ensure
compliance with any applicable state or federal laws relating to drug testing or any Commission approved drug
testing policy.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law /mplememed 427.0/J(ll), 427.013, 427.0155, 427.0157 FS. History-New 5-2·

90.
41·2.007 Reporting Requirements.
(1) Each member department shall provide to the Commission by November 1 of each state fiscal year,
an estimate of !he transportation disadvantaged funds anticipated to he available through each member
department's budget. The estimate shall include the following information identified by county:
(a) A brief description of the project or prol!l'am;
(b) The doUar amount of transportation disadvantaged funds by funding source; and
(c) The fiscal year that the project or services will be undertaken or implemented.
(2) The CommiSsion shall provide a copy of the report to each Metropolitan Planning Organi2ation or
Designated Official Planning Agency for information purposes.
(3) Each local government agency shall report to the local Coordinating Board, whose jurisdiction
incorporates such agency, an estimate of the transportation disadvantaged federal and local gnvenunent funds
anticipated to he available during each state fiscal year. The estimate shall he provided to the local Coordinating
Board by November 1 of each year and shall include the following information identified by county:
(a) A brief description of !he project or program;
(b) The dollar amount of transportation disadvantaged funds by funding source; and
(c) The fJScal year that the project or services will he undertaken or implemented.
(4) The Local Coordinating Board shall consolidate these estimates and forward same to the
Commission no Jater than December 1 for reporting purposes. A cnpy of the consolidated report shall be
provided to the Metropolitan Planning Organi2ation or Designated Official Planning Agency for planning
purposes.
(5) Each Community Transportation Coordinator shall by October 1 of each year report their operating
statistics to the Commission for the most recent operating year on forms provided by the Commission. This
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Annual Operating Report will be compiled into a Statewide Operations Report by the Commisoioa and utilized
as a part of the analysis of the Community Transportation Coordinator's performance eYaluation when grantiug
funds from the Trust Fund. The Community Transportati011 Coordinator's report shall be approved by the
Coordinating Board and prior to submittal to tbe Commission with a copy provided to the Metropolitan Plaoning
Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency. An annual report of the Coordinating Board may be made
a part of sueb document.
(6) The Commission shall develop guidelines delineating the content and format for the reporting
requirements.

(7) Each Community Transportation Coordinator shaD utilize the Transportation Accounting
Consortium Model Uniform Accounting System for Rural and Specialized Transportation Providers for its
ftnancial managemeat. Community Transportation Coordinators who are political subdivisions of the State of
Florida will not be required to adopt the system in lieu of established accounting systems but will be required
to prepare all reports, invoices, and fJSCal documents relating to the ttansportatioa disadvantaged functions and
activities usiag the ebart of accouats and accountiug definitions as outlined in the above referenced manual. Such
manual is hereby incorporated by reference and made a part of these rules.
(8) The Commission shall request from the Florida State Clearinghouse within the Executive Office
of the Governor, for review all fuading requests containing a transportation disadvantaged component Said
funding request shall be reviewed by the Commission for coordination conformance.
(9) The Commission shall make an annual report to the Governor, the President of the Senate, and
the Speaker of the House of Representatives by Mareb 1 of each year. The report will oontain a summary of
the Commission's accomplishments for the preceding state fiscal year, the operational statistics for transportation
disadvantaged services, identified uamet needs and a fmancial status of the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust
Fund. Copies of the report will also be made available to member departments, Metropolitan Plaoning
Organizations, Designated Official Planning Agencies and Community Transportation Coordinators.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.012(8), 427.013(3), (7), (8), (9), (12), (13), (16),
427.0135(1), 427.015(1) FS. HistOty-New 5-2-90.
41-2.008 Memorandum or Agnemenl. The Memorandum of Agreement shall be a one-year binding
standard oontract between the Commission and a Community Transportation Coordinator. It shall be utiliud
as the coordinated transportation contract by all agencies/entities using local government, state or federal funds
for the purchase of transportation disadvantaged services. In oooperation with the Coordinating Board, the
Community Transportation Coordinator shall develop a Memorandum of Agreement that includes the format
and language approved by the Commission. It will oonsist of three sections:
(1) Standard Contract Language;
(2) Coordinated Co'!lmunity Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan; and
(3) Attachment "1" that includes tbe transportation service delivery terms and conditions agreed upon
by the Coordinator and all agencies/entities using local government, state or federal funds to purchase
coordinated transportation for the transportation disadvantaged in the Coordinator's designated service area.
The Coordinator sliaU prepare and include an Attachment •r section to show the terms and conditions that will
apply to the non-sponsored transportation disadvantaged in the designated service area. The Agreement shall
be presented by the Chairperson of the Board in their respective service area to the Commission for review and
approval. Upon approval and when effective, aU agencies purchasing covered transportation disadvantaged
services from the Coordinator shall honor valid requisition voucheTS of the Coordinator within 45 days of receipt
or accept penalty as specified in Section 215.422(3)(b), Florida Statutes. The Agreement is included in this rule
by reference.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. LAw Implemented 427.013(10),(15), 427.015(2), 427.0155(7), 427.0157(1) FS.
HistOty-New 5-:Z..90.
41-Z-009 Designated Olnc:ial Planning Agoncy.
(1) Metropolitan Planning Organizations shaD serve as the designated official plaoning agency in
urbanized areas. In areas not oovered by a Metropolitan Planning Organi2ation, agencies eligible for selection
as Designated Official Planning Agencies include County or City governments, Regional Planning Councils,
Metropolitan Planning Orgaaizations, or Local Planning Organi2ations who are currently performing planning
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aclivities in designated senice areas. Eligibility for designation will also be conditioned on the agency's resources
and capabilities of implementing the responsibilities and requirements of Chapter 41:1, Florida Statutes. Upon
rule adoption, all currently existing or eligible designated official planning agencies shall be evaluated by the
Commission. The Commission will either renew the existing agency's designation or approve the designation
of a new agency. An agency's continued designation as the official planning agency shall be subject to the
approval of the Commission.
(2) Metropolitan Planning Organizations and Designated Official Planning Agencies shall include a
Transportation Disadvantaged element in their Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Such element shall
include a project and program description, the planned costs and anticipated revenues for the seniees,
identification of the year lhe project or services are to be undertaken and implemented, and as.~urances that there
bas been coordination with local public transit and local government comprehensive planning bodies.
(3) Each Designated Official Planning Agency shall provide each Coordinating Board with sufficient
staff support and resources to enable the Coordinating Board to fulfill its responsibilities. In areas where a
Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency serves as the Community
Transportation Coordinator and desires to utilize the same staff for the Coordinating Board, such agency shall
abstain from any official actions that represent a conflict of interest, specificaJJy in the evaluation process of the
Community Transportation Coordinator.
S~cific Authority 4i7.013(9) FS. Law Impkmemed 427.013(21), 427.015 FS. History-New 5-2--90.
41-2.010 Selection or Community Transportation Coordlnator.
(1) Designation, selection, or revocation of designation of any Community Transportation Coordinator
or its Transportation Operators, shall be subject to the approval of the Commission. Minimum qualifications
and benefits for the Community Transportation Coordinator shall be developed by the Commi.<&ion, as owtined
in Form No. TDC-002 and TDC-003, incorporated herein.
(2) Selection of agencies as Community Transportation Coordinators may be negotiated without
competitive acquisition, upon the determination of the Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official
Planning Agency that it is in the best interest of the transportation disadvantaged. This includes circumstances
such as insufficient competition availability, or it is agreed that the appointed Community Transportation
Coordinator will competitively acquire a substantial portion of services.
(3) Selection of the Community Transportation Coordinator will be accomplished, to the maximum
extent feasible, through public compe<itivc bidding or proposals in accordance with applicable laws a~~d rules.
(4) In cases where selection is accomplished by a request for proposal, (RFP) the RFP shal~ at a

minimum, ideotify the following information:
(a) The scope and nature of the senices and coordination required, and a request for the proposer's
plan to provide same;
(b) A request that the proposer identify the resources, and accounting system techniques to be used
in their audit trail for all senices.
(c) A request that t he proposer identify their organizational structure and key personne~ their financial
capacity, equipment resources, and experience a.ad qualifications. including the most recent financial audit by a
certified public accountant.
(d) A request that the proposer demoostrate the ability to coordinate a multitude of funding a11d senice
provisions, in addition to serving the needs of the general public or other transportation disadvantaged.
(e) A request that the proposer identify specific means by which it plans to comply with the provisions
of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1m (29 U. S. C. 794) and any other applicable federal, state and
local regulations governing handicapped accessibility requirements. access to transportation and discrimination.
(f) A demonstration by the proposer of plans for the provision of the most economically oost effective,
quality senices to the transportation disadvantaged, and plans which demonstrate coordination with the public
school system, local public transit systems, private sector operators and other governmental agencies that provide
scnices to the transportation disadvantaged within the designated senice area.
(g) A demonstration by the proposer of plans to comply with safety requirements as specified in Section
341.061, Florida Statutes.
(h) An indication by the proposer of plans to comply with any state of federal laws relating to drug
testing or Commission approved drug testing policies.
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(i) A sample Transportation Disadvantaged Servi<e Plan and Memorandum of Agreement for review
by the respondent.
· G) A statcmcot advish>g proposers of any local resources that exist or are planned that should be
recogniud in the bidders proposal.
(S) The annouucement of the request for proposal shall be> published iD at least one newspaper of
largest general circulation in the designated service area and in the Florida Administrative Weekly. The
advertised announcement shall include the time. date and place of a public meeting to provide information and
answer questions about the request for proposal.
(6) Upon evaluation of !he proposals, each Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official
Planning Agency, upon eonsultation with the Coordinating Board, shall recommend to the Commission a
Community Transportation Coordinator.
(7) Upon resignation or termination of any Community Transportation Coordinator, the Metropolitan
Planning Organization or Designated Official Planoing Agency shall complete the selection process within 60 days
after termination date for non·bid Coordinators and within 120 days after terminatioo date for bid/RFP
coordinators.

(8) lo eases of termination between the Community Transportation Coordinator, or in unforeseen
emergencies, the Commission shall work with the local Coordinating Board in an expeditious manner to provide
for the continuation of services to the transportation disadva.Dtaged in the designated service area through a
contractual arrangement.
SpecificAutltorily427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.013(10),(15), 427.015(2), 427.0155(7), 427.0157 FS. History

• New 5-2·90.
42·2.011 Community Transportation Coordinator Powers and Duties.
(1) Each Community Transportation Coordinator shall be responSible for the overall planning,
administration, monitoring, coordination, arrangement and delivery of transportation disadvantaged services
originating within their designated service area on a full· time basis. Local management personnel with day·to-<lay
decision making authority must be physically located in each designated service area, unless otherwise authorized
by the Commission.
(2) Where-cost effective and efficient, the Communily Transportation Coordinator may subcontract or ·
broker transportation services to Transportation Operators. Any s11ch contract shaD be subject lo the approval
of the Coordinating Board. Transportatioo Operators, as used here, shall also include those agencies/entities
that currently have and operate their own vehicles to transport their clients, if such vehicles were purchased in
whole or part by local, state or federal government funds. Cootracts with the latter group shall have an
appropriate AUacbment ·r in the Memorandum of Agreement. All Transportation Operator contracts shall be
reviewed annually by the Community Transportation Coordinator and the Coordinating Board as to the
effectiveness and efficiency of the Transportation Operator.
(3) The Community Transportation Coordinator shall develop, implement and monilor a three year
approved coordinated community traosportation disadvantaged service plan. This plan shall be approved by the
Coordinating Board and shall be incorporated into the Memorandum of Agreement as described in rule 41-2.008.
(4) Each Community Transportation Coordinator shall submit an Annual Operating Report by October
1, each year to the Commission, as specified in rule section 41-2.007(3). A copy should also be provided to the
Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency.
(S) The Community Transportation Coordinator shall approve and coordinate the utilization of school
bus and public transit services in accordance with the transportation disadvantaged service plan and Section
427.0158, Florida Statutes.
(6) In cooperation with the local Coordinating Board, the Community Transportation Coordinator shall
review all applications for local government, federal and state transportation disadvantaged funds submitted from
or planned for use in their designated service area. If funds are recommended for approval, the Community
Transportation Coordinator will develop cost·cffective coordination Slrategies for their use and integration into
the coordinated system.
(7) Funding to support the Community 1Tansportation Coordinator's function may be obtained from
a surcharge on each trip arranged or from subsidies r«eived or both and upon approval by the Commission.
(8) Each Community Transportation Coordinator shall become aware of aU of the Transportation
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Disadvantaged resources available or plaiUled in their designated service area in order to plan, coordinate, and
implemeot the most cost effective lransportatioo disadvantaged trausit system possible under the cooditioos that
exist in the designated service area.
·
(9) Contractual administration of Commuoity Transportation Coordinators shaU be accomplished
through a Memorandum ofAgreemeot ~ tbe Commission and theCommunityTraosportation Coordinator
in accordance with the procedures of the Commission. Tra.n.sporcation services purchased from or arranged by
the Community Transportation Coordinator will be billed to purchasing agencies by the Coordinator at the
official Memorandum of Agl'eemeot rates and recognize any special conditioos specified in the Purchasing
Ageocy Requiremeots Section •r of the Memorandum of Agreemeot. Payment for services will be made directly
to the Coordinator unless otherwise agreed upon, in writing, by the purchaser and approved by the Commissioo.
(10) Tbe Commission, in eooperatioo with the local Coordinatiog Board, will develop a statewide
prog1am that allows for intercounty uansportatioo opportunities through a certification process. Each
Community Traosportation Coordinator will honor such cenificatioo in their respective service area.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) F$. Law Implemented 417.0155 FS. Hist~NY-New 5-2-90.
41-2.011 Coordinatiog Board Structure and Duties. The purpose of the Coordinating Board is to
idcotify local service needs and to provide information, advice, and direction to the Community Traosportation
Coordinator on the coordination of services to be provided to the transportation disadvantaged through the
Florida Coordinated Transit System (FctS). T he members of the Coordinating Board shaU be appointed by
the Metropolitan Planning Organization or tbe Designated Official Planning Ageocy. A Coordinatiog Board shaU
be appointed in each county. The structure and duties of the Coordinating Board shall be as follows:
(1) The Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency shaU appoint one
of its members, who is an elected orficial, to serve as the official chairperson (or aU Coordinating Board
meetings. H the designated official is a Regional Planning Couocil, the member appointed sbaU be an elected
official from the county of the Coordinating Board.
(2) The Board shall hold an organizational meetiog each year for the purpose of electing a ViceChairperson. The Vice-Chairperson sbaU be elected by a majority vote of a quorum of the members of the
Board present and voting at the organizaHonal meeting. The Vice-Chairperson shall serve a term of one year
starting with the next meeting. In the event of the Chairpers<>n's absence, the Vice-Chairperson shall assume
the duties of the Chairperson and conduct the meeting.
(3) In additioo to the Chairperson the following agencies or groups shall be represented on the Board,
in every county as v01ing members:
(a) A local representative of the Florida Department of Transportatioo;
(b) A local representative of the Florida Department of Health and R ehabilitative Services;
(c) A representative of the Pubtie Education Community;
(d) A local representative of the Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security;
(e) A person who is recognized by the Florida Depattment of Veterans' Affairs, represeotiog the
veterans in the county;
(f) A person who is recognized by the Florida Association for Community Action (PresideD!),
representing the economicaUy disadvantaged io tbe county;
(g) A person over sixty representing the elderly in the county;
(h) A handicapped person representiog the handicapped in the county; and
(i) Two citizen advocate representatives in the county; ooe who must be a user of the system.
(4) Additional non-voting members may be appo\nted. It is recommended that an existing public mass
transit operator be appointed. If an existing transportation board or committee exi.<ts, the Metropolitan Planning
Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency shaU review its membership and consider appointing some
or all of its members to the Board as appropriate.
(5) Except for the C!Wrperson, the members of tbe Board shall be appointed loT three year staggered
terms with initial membership being appointed equally for ooe, two, and three years.. The Chairperson shall
serve until replaced by the Designated Official Planning Agency.
(6) The Board shaU meet at least quarterly and shall perform the following duties:
(a) Maintain official meeting minutes, including an attendance roster, reflecting official aetioDS aod
provide a copy of same to the Commission and the Chairperson of the designated official planning agency.
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(b) Review and approve the Memorandum of Agreement including the Coordinated Community
Transportation Disadvantaged Service Plan.
(c) On a cominuing basis, evaluate semces provided under the desi8JU1ted semce plan. AnnuaUy, prior
to the Coordinator's annual evaluation, provide the Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official
Planning Agency with an evaluation of the Coordinator's performance iD general and relative to COmmission
standards and the completion of the annual semce plan. Recommendations relative to performance and the
renewal of the Coordinator's contract sball be iDcludcd in the report.
(d) In cooperation with the Community Transportation Coordinator, review and provide
recommendations to the Commission and the Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official

Planning Agency, on all applications for local government, state or federal funds relatiDg to transportation of the
transportation disadvantaged in the designated semcc area to enswe that any expenditures within the desi8JU1ttd
service area are provided in the most cost effective and efficient manner.
(e) Review coordination strategies for service provision to the transportation disadvantaged in the
designated service area to seek innovative ways to improve cost effectivene&.~ efficiency, safety, working hours
and types of service in an effort to increase ridership to a broader population. Sueb strategies should alw
encourage multicounty aud regional transportation service agreements between area Community Transportation
Coordinators and consolidation of adjacent designated service areas when it is appropriate and cost effective to
do so.
(t) Appoint a Grievance Subcommittee to process, investigate and resolve complaints and make
re.commendatioa.s to the Board for improvement of service from agencies, users or potential users of ihe system
in the designated semce area. The Board shall establish procedures to provide regular opportunities for issues
to be brought before sueb subcommittee and to resolve them in a timely manner.
(g) In coordination with the Community Transportation Coordinator, jointly develop applications for
funds that may become available.
(h) Prepare by October 1 an Annual Report, to be consolidated with the Coordinator's Annual
Operating Report, outlining the accomplishments and activities or other areas of interest to the Commission and
the Metropolitan Planning Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency for the most recent operating
year period.
(i) Consolidate the annual budget of local and federal government transportation disadvanlaged funds
estimates and forward to the CO!!>mission no later than December 1 for reportiDg purposes. A copy of the
consolidated report shall be provided to the Metropolitan Planning Organization or Desi8JU1ted Official Planning
Agency for planning purposes.
G) Develop and maintain a vehicle inveDiory and utilization plan of those vehicles purchased with
transportation disadvantaged funds for inclusion in the Board Annual Report to the Commission.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.0157 FS. History-New 5-2-90.
41-1.013 Transportation Disadvantaged n-ust Fund. The Commission annually will evaluate the
distribution of the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund. Funds deposited and appropriated into the Trust
Fund will be utilized for: ·
(1) Commission administrative and operating CJ<ptnses;
(2) A Grants Program to provide for the fundiag of nonsponsored trips, capital equipment and planniDg
activities.
Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.013, 427.0159, 427.016 FS. Hiswry-New 5·2-90.
41•%.014 Grants Program.
(1) Eligible Applicants. RecipieDis may not use graD! funds to supplant or replace funding of
transportation disadvantaged services whieb are currently funded to a recipient by any federal, state, or local
governmental agency. Grant funds may be applied for by following entities:
(a) Year One (FY 90-91)- Any current designated COordinated COmmunity Transportation Provider
semng under an approved Memorandum of Agreement or a newly selected Community Transportation
CoordiDator selected prior to October 1, 1990 may apply for funds associated with oonsponsored trips and capital
equipment. Metropolitan Planning Orgaoizations or Designated Official Planning Agencies approved by the
Commission, may apply for funds during Year One (FY 90-91).
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(b) Year Two (FY 91-92) - Community TnlllSportation Coordinaton; who have an executed
Memorandum of Agreement. Determination for eligibility will be made on December 15 each year by the
Cominisslon. Metropolitan Planning Organizations or Designated Official Planning Agencies approved by the
Commission may apply only if there is a functioning Coordinating Board. Determination of such eligibility will
be made by the Commission on December 15 based on documented at1ivities of the Coordinating Board and
planning agency.
(2) Types of Grants.
(a) Trip Related. Trip related grant funds may be used for the provision of nouspousored trips for the
transportation disadvantaged and for the purchase of capital equipment to be used for services provided to the
transportation disadvantaged.
(b) Planning Related. Planning related gant funds may be used by an eligible Metropolitan Planning
Organization or Designated Official Planning Agency to assist in their responsibilities under Chapter 427, Florida
Statutes, including support to the local Coordinating Board with an emphasis on implementing services for the
nonsponsorcd transportation disadvantaged in the designated service area.
(3) Match Requirement. Eligible gant recipients must provide 25% of the total project cost as a local
match. At least half of the 25% match must be cash generated from local sowoes, and the remaining portion
may be in·kind services which are documented and acceptable to the Commission.
(4) Allocation of Gra.ot Funds. On December lS of each year, the Commission shall aUocate a portion
identified as the Grants Progam of the Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund in the following manner:
(a) Two-thirds of the Grants Progam shall be designated for trip-related grants. Beginning in the
second funding year (FY 91-92) and annually thereafter, 20% of the trip-related gants program will be set aside
ror performance incentive awards to eligible Community Transportation Coordinators.
(b) One-third of the Grants Progam shall be designated for planning related gants.
(5) Distnbution of Trip Related Grant Funds. Eacb eligible applicant's allocation will be determined
for the county or counties within the designated service area for which the applicant provides transportation
disadvantaged services. The latest required certifred annual operating report which is submitted by October 1
uclt year will be used for obtaining the applicant's system vehicle miles and system passenger trips data Trip
related gant funds will be allocated to eligible applicants based on a comparative ranking of all eligible

applicants in each of the following four categories:
(a) The applicant's total county area in square miles as a percentage of the total square miles of all
eligible applicants.
(b) Total system passenger trips provided as a percentage of all eligible applicant trips reported in the
certifoed Annual Operating Report.
(c) Total system vehicle miles traveled as a percentage of all eligible applicants vehicle miles traveled
and reported in the certified Annual Operating Report.
(d) Total county population as a percentage of the total population of all eligible applicants.
(6) Each category will represent one fourth of the trip related grant funds available after 20%
Performance Incentive Award allocation bas been set aside.
(7) Distribution of Performance-Incentive Awards. Beginning in FY 91·92, the eligible applicants for
Trip-related gants will be selected to receive Performance Incentive Awards. These Awards are to be used for
exemplary projects which are identified in the Trip-related Grant Application but not achievable with the normal
allocation. The Commission will make these awards based on any of the following performance eriteria:
(a) Local fmancial support as a percentage of total operating expense;
(b) Percentage of non-sponsored trips to total trips;
(e) System efficiency (total oost divided by total trips);
(d) Information reporting (timeliness);
(e) Extent to which local comprehensive plan contains transportation disadvantaged plans as a part of
the local transit plan;
(f) Accidents per 100,000 miles;
(g) Audit ftndings;
(h) Lead time for demand responsive service;
(i) Promptness of service;
(j) Exemplary performance; and
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(k) Other Performance Related Activities.
(8) Distribution of Planning Related Grants. Planning related grants will be mstributed to eligible
applicants based on 50% for county population as a percentage of all eligrble applicants total population and a
50% equal mstnbution fo r each eligible applicant. Eligible applicants not requiring the total amount of funmng
available may recommend to the Coordjnating Board that any excess funds be applied for by the Community
Transportation Coordinator for additional non-sponsored trip needs. The Commission shall review and
reallocate any eligible excess Junds to that particular county or service area's normal allocation.
S~cijic Authority ~27.013(9)

FS. Law Implemented 427.013, 427.0159, 427.016 FS. History-New 5·2·90.

41·2.015 Expenditure of Local Go..rumtnt, State, and Federal Funds for the Transportation
DisadVlllllalltd.
(1) Any agency purchasing or providing transportation services to the transportation disadvantaged sball
contract with the Community Transportation Coormnator.
(2) All agency applications for transportation disadvantaged operating and capital assistance funds shall
be made available to the Coordinating Board for such review. Applications by the Commission for any local
. government funds shall be presented to the Coordinating Board for review in accordance with Section
427.013(11), F1orida Statutes.
S~ciflc AUlhority

427.013(9) FS. Law Implememed ~27.013(16), 427.016 FS. HistOI)'·New 5·2·90.

41·2.016 Accessibility. The Commission shall monitor and evaluate barriers such as accessibility to
enswe compliance with any srate, federal, or local government regulations relating to accessibility.

Specific Authority 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemented 427.013(4) FS. History-New 5-2-90.
41·2.017 Complete Phase-In Date. It is the intent of the Commission, to the maximum extent possible,
that the provisions of this rule chapler be implemented immediately. Complete implemeDiation witb the
provisions of thiS rnle chapter sball be on or before July 1, 1992. Noncompllanoc of this rule chapter may result
in the termination of eligibility for Transportation Di.<advantaged Trust F1111d dollars.

Specific Autlrorify 427.013(9) FS. Law Implemtnted 427.013 FS. History-New 5·2·90.
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List of Abbreviations

AOR

CCTD
CCTP
CTC
DCA

DHHS
DLES
DOE
DVA
E&H
FAC
FDOT
FS
FY
HRS
MOA
MPO
OPA
RFP

Annual Operating Report
Coordinating Council on the Transportation Disadvantaged

Coordinated Community Transportation Provider
Community Transportation Coordinator
Florida Department of Community Affairs
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Florida Department of Labor and Employment Security
Florida Department of Educati()n
Florida Department of Veterans' Affairs
Elderly and Handicapped
Florida Administrative Code
Florida Department of Transportation
Florida Statute
Fiscal Year
Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
Memorandum of Agreement
Metropolitan Planning Organization
Official Planning Agency
Request for Proposal

RTAP
TD
TDC

Rural Transit Assistance Program
Transportation Disadvantaged

TDP
TIP
UMTA

Transit Development Plan
Transportation Improvement Program
Urban Mass Transportation Administration

UPWP

Unified Planning Work Program

Transportation Disadvantaged Commission
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Glossary
Annual Budget Estimate- annual estimate of the local, state, and federal government funds
anticipated to be available for transportation disadvantaged services within the designated
service area.
Annual Operating Report - an annual report prepared by the community transportation
coordinator detailing its designated area operating statistics for the most recent operating
year.
Chapter 427, FS - the Florida statute establishing the Transportation Disadvantaged
Commission and prescribing its duties and responsibilities.
Community Transportation Coordinator - transportation entity recommended by an official
planning agency to ensure that coordinated transportation services are provided to the
transportation disadvantaged population in a designated service area. Formerly known as
the coordinated community transportation provider.
Coordinated Community Transportation Provider - predecessor to the community
transportation coordinator.
Coordinating Board - entity in each designated service area composed of representatives
appointed by the official planning agency. Its purpose is to provide a~sistance to the
community transportation coordinator concerning the coordination of transportation services.
Coordinating Council for the Transportation Disadvantaged - created in 1979 with the
express purpose of coordinating transportation services for the transportation disadvantaged
by developing rules and procedures to implement Chapter 427, FS. Also known as the
Coordinating Council. The predecessor of the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission.
Designated Service Area - the geographical area, consisting of one or more counties,
recommended by the official planning agency, subject to approval by the Transportation
Disadvantaged Commission, in which coordinated transportation services are provided to
the transportation disadvantl!&ed.
Memorandum of Agreement - a one-year binding standard contract between the
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission and a community transportation coordinator.
This contract and its provisions serve as a performance and reporting standard to guide the
delivery of service by all agencies or. entities that provide transportation disadvantaged ·
services.
Metropolitan Planning Organization - in urban areas the organization responsible for
transportation planning and programming. Also serves as the official planning agency in
urban areas.
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Nonsponsored Transportation Disadvantaged Passenger - an individual who meets the
definition of a transportation disadvantaged individual and is not subsidized for
transportation financial assistance.
Nonsponsored Transportation Disadvantaged Trip - a trip for a transportation
disadvantaged individual that is not subsidized in part or whole by a funding source.
Official Planning Agency - the agency designated by the Transportation Disadvantaged
Commission to appoint the community coordinating board and recommend the community
transportation coordinator for each service area. Metropolitan planning organizations are
automatically the official planning agencies in urban areas.
Paratransit - elements of public transit providing services between specific origins and
destinations selected by the individual user with service being provided at a time agreed
upon by the user and provider. Paratransit is characterized by demand-responsive,
nonscheduled service and by nonfixed routes.
Rule 41-2, FAC - the rule adopted by the Transportation Disadvantaged Commission to
implement provisions established in Chapter 427, Florida Statutes. Replaced Rule 41-1.
Sponsored Transportation Disadvantaged Passenger - an individual who meets the
definition of a transportation disadvantaged individual and is subsidized for transportation
financial assistance.
Sponsored Transportation Disadvantaged Trip - a trip for a transportation disadvantaged
individual that is subsidized in part or whole by a funding source.
Transportation Improvement Plan - a staged multi-year program of transportation
improvements, including an annual element developed by an MPO specifying program
activities for the current fiscal year.
Transportation Disadvantaged - in Florida, those persons who because of physical or mental
disability, income status, or age or who for other reasons are unable to transport themselves
or to purchase transportation and are, therefore, dependent upon others to obtain access
to health care, employment, education, shopping, social activities, or other life-sustaining
activities, or children who are handicapped or high-risk or at-risk as defined in s. 411.202.
Transportation Disadvantaged Commission- created in 1989 to accomplish the coordination
of transportation services provided to the transportation disadvantaged population.
Replaced the Coordinating Council for the Transportation Disadvantaged.
Transportation Disadvantaged Funds - any federal, state, or local funds available for the
transportation of the transportation disadvantaged. Includes funds for planning,
administration, operations, and capital equipment. It does not include funds used for the
transportation of children to public schools.
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Transportation Disadvantaged Population -.persons from the total population meeting the
transportation disadvantaged definition guidelines.
Transportation Disadvantaged Trust Fund - a fund administered by the Transportation
Disadvantaged Commission in which all fees collected for the transportation disadvantaged
program shall be deposited. The funds deposited .will be appropriated by the legislature to
the commission to carry out the commission's responsibilities.
Transportation Operator - one or more public, private for-profit, or private nonprofit ·
entities engaged by the community transportation coordinator to provide service to
transportation disadvantaged persons.
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